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SGA Elections
Today In-Mather
By John Shiffman
Editor-in-Chief

Changes in .the Curriculum
by Lisa Sehroeder and Kevin
Scollan
Staff Wriers
Students can expect a change in
Trinity's traditional open curriculum in the near future. In June
1985, a committee consisting of
faculty and administration formulated some possible academic requirements based mainly on
proficiency.
, The administration has been debating the issue for some time now.
"The open curriculum has worked
well here since its implementation
. in 1969, but we felt it was time for
a change," said Borden Painter,
Dean of the Faculty. The new proposals would require slight changes
in the Math and English requirements, and an innovative thematic
minor. The students would have to
take one course in Quantitative
Reasoning, and an additional
course in each of four areas, of
study. The plan will not affect anyone enrolled in the college, presently. The class of 1987 will be the
first to experience Trinity's new
core curriculum.

The English Department will examine the TSWE and the Achieve- •
ment scores of . all incoming
freshmen. If one scores below a
determined level, writing courses
will be required to obtain college
level proficiency.
•
Mathematics requirements will
be based on an examination pre-1
pared and administered by the department. Students who are found
deficient will be advised on methods by which they can improve
their skills. Possiblities include a
new math center with individually
tailored programs, and a projected
non-credit math course. The student could also take a credit bearing mathematics course, typically
Math 100.
Another requirement is that the
student must pass a course in the
area of Quantitative Reasoning.
Math 100 will fulfill this requirement as well, AM courses sponsored by the Mathematics
Department, most computing
courses, and a variety of others
will go under the heading of Quantitative Reasoning.
Dean Borden Painter said that
the most significant part of the

1

Phnlo by J i ' ' "Shiftman

John 'Monty' Montgomery takes a rest during Saturday's football
game with the 90 degree weather.

new proposal will be the thematic
minor. The thematic minor is a
program in which-students will be
able to integrate knowledge from
different fields and give serious
thought to how a particular course
relates to other courses they are
taking. They could take either
three pairs of linked courses, or a
six course minor. An example of
this integration would be taking an
Art History and a history course
dealing with the same time period
simultaneously
These requirements will not take
effect immediately, but they might
change the attitude of prospective
students toward Trinity. We interviewed one junior who said that
continued on page 3

The four candidates in the S.G. A.
presidential campaign met Sunday
night in the Washington Room in
a final and climactic debate to one
of the most non-eventful student
elections in recent memory. Two
vice-presidential candidates also
participated in the debate.
The election, being conducted
this afternoon in the basement of
Mather Hall, has kindled little student interest on campus. Nevertheless, voter tournout is expected
to be high.
Kathryn George, Al Kadin, Allen Winchester, and Tom Zoubeck
are running for S.G.A. president.
MaryBeth Long and Paul Powers
are competing for vice-president.
Every position on the student
government is vacant. In addition
to a president and vice-president,
students will elect dorm representatives, class reps, at-large reps
and off-campus reps.
The forum, sponsored by the
S.G.A. 's summer government,
drew only about thirty-odd spectators on an otherwise-quiet Sunday night.
"I had really hoped for a larger
turnout at the forum, everyone
there was either a roomate or a
personal friend of the candidates,"
said presidential hopeful Allen
Winchester.
"Not too many students showed
up here tonight, but I'm still eonfident of victory," self-proclaimed
"alternative" candidate Al Kadin
told The Tripod,
Each presidential candidate has
attempted to set him/herself apart
from the others. Kathy George has
stressed her experience on the
S.G.A.
"I am the only candidate who
has served on the S.G.A. I made

my decision to run over the summer and I consider my campaign
to be very serious," she said.
Tom Zoubeck dismissed priorS.G.A. expreience a major factor
in this election.
"I don't think that (being on the
S.G.A.) has anything to do with
t,his election. These people get
elected to these committees and
stay on there forever. The S.G.A.
needs someone from the outside,
some new blood," he said in an
interview.
"My campaign has been incredibly thourough, I have put in the
time and the effort to stage a good
campaign --1 have put up over 400
flyers," said Zoubeck.
Winchester, a member of the
College Republican club, stressed
his political experience in the "real
world."
"I think I have had alot more
working experience in the political
environment of than any of the
other candidates," he said late
Sunday night.
George, who is running with
Paul Powers, questioned the sincerity of her opponents.
. .
"The peoplethat are running, I
think, originally took this as a joke
and now are taking it seriously,"
she said.
"I thought for a long-time I
would be running unopposed. I
think its unfortunate that there are
those who are running as a joke or
taking a stand that the S.G.A. is
awfull and that we have to totally
change.it. I want to be president,
but I want to be taken seriously,"
George said.
"I'm a student, don't tell me I
don't know what the student interest is," countered Kadin.
"I'm not doing this for my resume," Zoubeck asserted, "I'm
going into education when I graduate, they don't give a damn about
being student body president when
you apply to be a teacher."

Future Plans forTrin Campus
by Patrick Trostle
Staff Writer
The Summer Planning Group
and Faculty's Curriculum Commitee have announced the objectives,
strategies, and action plans for
Trinity College's next decade.
Topics in the fifty-two page plan
state future action concerning ac. ademic programs, faculty, admissions, financial aid, student life,
alumni, public relations and
administration.
Academic program objectives include strengthening teaching of
writing and quantitative skills, encouraging a greater breadth of
study outside a specific major, and
broadening the range of course offerings (e.g. non-Western history
and languages, women's studies,
etc.). Also listed as an academic
priority is the reduction of the attrition rate of minority students.
The ten year objective the Trinity College faculty plans is "to attract and retain a diverse faculty
of excellent scholar-teachers,
strongly commited to their disci-

plines and the institution." The
plan provides ample opportunities
for individual faculty research and
appropriate recognition for excel-,
lence in teaching. Seven faculty
FTEVare to be added over the
next three years "beginning 198687. The Dean of Faculty budget
will increase by $60,000 in 1986-87
to permit the appointment of more
temporary faculty members. The
college plans to continue to implement and improve affirmative action procedures by appointing
more minority and women faculty
members.
The admissions goal plans to attract students of the highest quality who represent "a yeasty
mixture of talented, intellectually
aggressive, venturesome, and selfmotivated young people who wish
to engage each other and an attentive faculty in the process of liberal
education." The college hopes to
maintain a full-time undergraduate student body of approximately
1700 students with average incoming freshmen SAT scores of 1250.
General admissions goals include
revising recruitment tactics and

admissions literature. The proportion of minority students, particularly blacks, plans to be increased.
The ultimate objective of the college's financial aid system is entirely "aid blind" admissions. To
achieve the financial aid goal, the
college plans to seek increased
continued on page 3
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NNOUNCEMENTS
Today:
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Student Government elections will
be going on all day, until 8 p.m. in
the Mather Campus center basement — please vote.

There will be an informational
meeting on PRESHCO, Trinity's
program of studies in Cordoba,
Spain, on Tuesday, September 24,
at 3:00 p.m. in the foreign language iounge (Seabury 42E). If you
can not make it, please contact
Professor Andrian in his office
(Soaburv M)C) dmmg his office

FAS Program Tonight at 7:15
p.m., in the Alumni Lounge, Leo
Hamel, Trainer and member of the
Athletic Department, will discuss
and demount r itc methods o( soli
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Applications amtill being ac
cepted for participation in (he Bai
bieri Center/Rome Campus for the
Spring Semester. Information and
application materials are available
from the secretary in the IDP office. Please apply as early as possible, the deadline is October 21,
1985.

isfiil
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Thursday:
GBT

Afro-American poet Ted Joans
will give a reading of nis poetry on
Thursday, September 26, at 8:15
in the Faculty Club of Hamlin Hall.
Republican Candidate for mayor,
CounciJwoman Eunice S. Groavk,
will be the breakfast roundtable
speaker September 26, 7:30 a.m.,
in the northwest corner of the student dining room.
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Upcomiing
The Women's Center will start its
multi-cultural series with a lecture
by Alicia Gatus titled "A Time of
Struggle: Women Workers in the
Phillipines." Ms. Gatus was the
External Affairs Officer of the
May 1st Movement by the Confederation of Unions. The lecture will
be held on September 30 at 4:00
8 p.m. in Rittenberg Lounge.
Tutti i Martedi' alle 18 (6 del pomeriggio), a Saga, appunttam'ento
con gli studenti di itaiiano per una
conversazione informale e per fare
amicizia. Primo appuntamento,
Martedi' 24 Setten.hre.

mm*

All parents were mailed a packet
of materials about Parents Weekend, October 4,5, and 6, which they
should have received during the
first week in September. If your
parents did not receive this mailing and are interested in coming;
to Parents Weekend, please call
the Public Relations Office (extension 212) and we will mail one to
them.

"•&H

There will be a meeting pi the
Committee to End Homophobia onThursday night at 9:00 in the
Mather campus center. PJease
check at front desk for the meeting room. All students are welcome.
PAS Program Professor Ted Pfeil
of the English Department will
read selections from his soon to be
published fiction and will then discuss his own particular styie of
writing. 7:30 p.m. in Seabury 19.

CK.
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The Women's Center Will, be
sponsoring a Sexual Assault Sup- ]
port Group this fall for victims of
any type of sexual assualt. The
group, which will meet Wednesday
nights for six weeks, will be me-1
diated by a trained member of the I
Sexual Assualt Crisis Service. For I
more information, come to an in-1
formational meeting on October 1, [
at 7:00 p.m. in the Women's Cen-J
ter (3rd floor of Mather).
The Coordinating Committee, the
governing body of the Trinity
Women's Center is looking for new
members. All interested members
of the student body, faculty, and
staff are encouraged to contact Judith Branzburg at extension 459.

Help
Wanted
Game Players Wanted the Hartford Courant is looking for any
students or faculty who have
played the new game: "A Question
of Scruples." Please call Donna
Larcen, 241-6546.

tmmmm ::$•••
Students are needed to work in a
variety of capacities during Parents Weekend, October 4,5, and 6.
Jobs include registration, selling
tickets, checking coats, etc. Pay is
$3.50 an hour. If interested, please
call the Public Relations Office on
extension 212.

Friday:
Tonight join the all-campus program, Dessert in the Dark at 8:00
p.m. at the Bishop on the quad. In
the event of rain, it will be held in
the Mather Dining Hall.

m

To my angels in Jarvis D, thanks
for all your advice in the past few
weeks. I love you for it. John

11:111

Laura Ashley,
May you rest in peace.
Your biggest Trin-Trin fan
What's up allycat? Pee-Wet

The perfect job can be yours! Study
while you work! We are looking f° r
security guards for our condominium building. Hours and days are
flexible. We need 7-day-a-week
coverage from 5:00 p.m. to 1:00
a.m. and (5:00 a.m. to 8:00 a.m..
Starting salary is $4.50/hour. Minutes from campus. Please call a^
once if interested call 522-3208.
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Technology and Medicine.'

Open
Curriculum

Cardiac Care Unit

continued from page 1

by Richard L. Takacs

the open curriculum influenced her
decision greatly because it allowed
her to explore the areas she
deemed important for her future.
Although most prospective students are not influenced to that
extent, the open curriculum is appealing to everyone and may be
that extra edge over competing
schools. In advertising, Trinity has
emphasized its academic freedom
greatly and will have to redirect
its recruiting campaign.
Freshman Sue V. Kluiber said,
"I feel the open curriculum has allowed me to make choices for myself, something I'll have to do for
the rest of my life."
On the other hand, the core curriculum is important because it
guarantees that students get a
broad liberal arts education. Trinity has been criticized in the past
for having a somewhat "relaxed"
educational atmosphere. One senior, who wished to remain anonymous, said that Trinity is "a party
school for kids who didn't get into
Yale."
All may not agree with this
statement, but it has been said. A
core curriculum may be a way of
boosting Trinity's academic reputation even higher.

'The Class of '85 donated the new Seabury sculptured head.

TALK MBA
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Despite the innovations, improvements and overall modernization of the American lifestyle,
through birth defects and disease
we are still plagued by heart ailments. Much of recent technological and medical research has been
aimed at lowering the staggering
figure of almost 20% of our population afflicted by one form or another of heart disease.
Such was the topic of last
Wednesday's lecture in the "Technology and Medicine" series. The
guest speaker, Dr. Frank Galioto
Jr of the Children's National Medical Center in Washington DC,
spoke on "Cardiac Monitoring Devices: The Cardiac Intensive Care
Unit".
Dr. Galioto remarked on his goal
of making indtrumentation and
technology of use to the patient
afflicted by heart disease. These
advances incude: the electrocardiograph, a heartbeat monitoring
machine; bedside computers to
constantly analyze the condition of
the patient; non-surgical,internal

operating techniques; and pacemakers.Dr. Galioto reported that
these and other innovations in cardiovascular care have allowed 9095% of children born with heart
defects • to live, whereas thirty
years ago they would not have survived.
In summing up his lecture, Dr.
Galioto provided a glance towards
the intensive care unit of the future, which he feels will be more
centralized and even more computer based. He suggested that in
five years or less a directly programmable single unit device will
greatly advance the spectrum of
cardiac care while simplifying its
application.
.
Dr. Galioto still feels, however,
that "the best monitoring device is
still the nurse-physician team,"
and that there must still remain a
human analysis segment, no. matter how much the medical technology increases.
The next lecture in this series is
scheduled for Wednesday evening
October 9th, when the topic dis• cussed
will
be
Neuronal
Prostheses: Interfacing with the
Brain."

Capital Campaign Started for Future
continued from page 1

#.
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with over 75 schools.
In one place. In one day.

Here's a rewarding opportunity to meet with representatives from many of the
country's leading graduate management schools to discuss admissions, curriculum,
financial aid, career development, and placement.
Daily registration for the MBA Forums and Workshops is $5 payable at the door.

1985 MBA Forums - Washington DC
Sheraton Crystal City • 1800 Jeff Davis Hwy
Friday, September 27 / 12:00 - 7:00
Sat., September 28 / 10:00 - 4:00

THE MBA AND YOU

MBA CAREERS

DOCTORAL PROGRAMS

Friday 1:00 and"5;00
Saturday 11:00 and 2:00

Friday 1:00 and 5:00
Saturday 11:00 and 2:00

Friday 3:00
Saturday 12:30

F»r morn workshop information call 800-324-1802 (in New jersey 609-734-1539),

Sponsored by the Graduate Management Admission Council

funds from all available sources,
including local corporations. Admissions will continue to monitor
growth of non-need based
("merit") schemes of competing
institutions to form Trinity's
methods. Special attention will be
given to minority transfer students (especially to graduates of
community colleges).
Proposed improvements in student life hope to "create a quality
of life outside the classroom that
contributes positively to the total
educational experience of a Trinity
student." Listed as Priority I in
the Capital Campaign is the construction of a new $4,500,000 residence hall for 100 to 125 students
to reduce the present overcrowding. The new dormitory will include
air-conditioning
and
computer facilities. With the addition of the dorm, singles will be
available to two-thirds of all residential students.
The new residence hall location
will most likely be on Vernon
Street, west of Psi U. The Vernon
Street site is preferred to rebuild-

ing in the. Crescent Street-New
Britain Avenue area.
Public spaces will be improved
and increased in new and renovated residence halls. To maintain
adequate security on campus, more
TV monitoring devices will be
added.
A $860,000 addition to the Trinity College library is also likely before the end of the planning period.
Several options concerning the
updating of college computer facilities are being considered. A new
building could be constructed (possibly north or south-west of the
Life Sciences Center) and the

present Hallden building could be
utilized as an annex of the Austin
Arts Center.
Career counseling support will
be increased through the addition
of more alumni aid in locating employment for undergraduates during summers and after college.
Trinity's role in the Hartford
community will be increased by
fostering interaction in neighborhood, business, civic and political
arenas. The college will sponsor
high quality and well publicized
conferences each year to attract
interest and participation of Hartford leadership.

IFC Officers Announced

Important Foreign Study
Information:
I. General Information Meetings:
you need attend only one meeting, usually before the initial individual advising session during "Drop-in
Office Hours". Please bring with you to the General Information Meeting the Foreign Study Packet available from Mrs. Noonan in Williams 118. Each meeting lasts about 30 minutes.
II. Drop-in Office Hours:
The Coordinator of. Foreign Study Advising, Robbins Winslow, is available to advise students usually only
(luring "Drop-in Office Hours" (2:00-4:00 p.m. on Msnday and Thursday). Students caning for their initial visit should have already submitted an "Information Form for Students Considering Foreign Study"
(part of the Foreign Study Packet available in Will jams 118).
HI.

Student Assistant:
'
•
.
Beth Eustis, a senior returned fran foreign study, will be the Student Assistant in Foreign Study
Advising this year. Beth will hold office hours on Tuesdays fran 3:00-4:00 p.m., and Wednesdays and
Fridays from 9:30 to 11:00 a.m.

IV. Study at Oxford or Cambridge in England
Some colleges of Oxford and Cambridge are now taking a few American Junior Year Abroad students, but the
places are few and far between. The competition is also extremely keen. Anyone interested should begin
investigation as soon as possible in September. In order to stand any decent chance of acceptance, an
applicant mist apply very early (even if a -later deadline is stipulated). Probably, applications should
be submitted by no later than early Ndveniber for the 1986-87 academic year.
IV. DATE (DAY)
26 Sept. (Thursday)

TIME

PLACE
Downes 303

EVENT
Drop-in Office Hours

Alumni Lounge

General. Information Meeting

2:00-4:00 p.m.

26 Sept. (Thursday) . 2:30 p.m.
27 Sept. (Friday)

1:30-3:30 p.m.

30 Sept. (Monday)

1:00 p.m.

Rittenberg
A representative of the vast array of
Lounge (Mather Beaver CCEA programs in Great Britain,
Campus Center) Ireland and Austria (Vienna) will be
available to discuss the several dozen
study abroad opportunities through
Beaver College. This includes the
INSTEP program.
Alumi Lounge

General Information Meeting .

Photo by Virginia T. McLaury

New IFC officers elected: President Ben Rhodes, Vice President Lynn
Danan, Treasurer Brian Durkin, and Secretary Susan Ogrodnick.
by Christine Quinn
Senior Staff Writer
Trinity's Inter-Fraternity Council recently held elections for the
fall term of 1985-86. Newly elected
to office are President Ben
Rhodes, Vice-President Lynn
Danan, Treasurer Brian Durkin,
and Secretary Susan Ogrodnick.
Ben Rhodes stated that the
IFC's goal this year is "to become
a stronger organization. We plan
to do that by getting more involved in different aspects of the
campus."
Brian Durkin continued with this
idea. "We want to work with Community Service and to raise the
Trinity consciousness level about
alcohol consumption."
Through these activities and others, Rhodes hopes to "strengthen
the IFC's image even more."
The council has already commit-

ted to help CONNPIRG in their
African Hunger Relief Project. On
Sunday, September 29, the IFC is
sending ten brothers to a local soup
kitchen to cook and serve a meal.
The IFC is also planning a dance
to benefit the March of Dimes, and
has developed four book scholarships. These are $50 scholarships
to be used by students needing
money to buy books,
The council wants to strengthen
their role as liaison between the
fraternities, and the administration. '
•. ' , i
"Over the past two semesters,
the IFC has done a tremendous job
becoming more involved with thej
administration. I hope if we work
as a whole, we can improve-the
relationship even, more," commented Rhodes.
"The first meeting went1 well.
We're all excited to get good programs going,"said Durkin.
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SGA Elections

NOTE: Each candidate for president and vice-president submitted a statement to the Tripod.
Due to space limitations, some of
the statements were shortened.

Hello. My name is Kathryn
George. I'm very glad that I'm able
to talk to everyone tonight and
that I have the opportunity to tell
you why I am the best candidate
for president of the SGA. What
sets me apart from all of the other
presidential candidates is the fact
that I am the only one with prior
SGA experience. Not only was t
elected Junior Class Representative but the SGA elected mo to
serve as the student representative to the faculty Cirriculum Committee. As 1 of only 2 students
members on the Committee, I
played an influential and imporjtant role. During my term on the
Committee the proposals for the
new cirriculum,which will bo voted
on by the faculty in OOctober, were
drawn up. To better represent the
student body, I, along with the
other student on the Committee,
sent out a questionarre to the entire student body. The results of
that survey were used in our
lengthy and numerous discussions.
In additioon to being on the Cirriculum Committee, I was the SGA
representative to the Alcohol Policy Committee and a member of
the Housing Advisory Committee.

Kathy George

My committment to Trinity can
also be seen outside of my role in
the SGA. This is my second year
as an RA, I have been a tutor at
the Writing Center and was one of
8 students chosen to counsel new
freshman at the Freshman pre-orientation held at Trinity in June.
This year I am continuing to attend the Cirriculum Committee
meetings until a new member is
elected and am on the search committee, headed by Dean Tolliver,
for the new Assistant Dean of Activities position. I was one of about
ten people, including faculty,
administration and students, chosen to read resumes and interview
candidates for the position. The
new Dean will work very closely
with the SGA as its advisor and
therefore I think my role in choosing the Dean is very crucial.
Clearly, I am very committed to
Trinity. I have a working relationship with and am respected by the
administration. I am well known
on campus byu all classes and am
therefore very accessible.M
To me, the SGA is a focal point
for student opinion. The Members
of the SGA represent the entire
student body. It is through the

SGA that, issues can be discussed,
opinions can be centralized and a
consensus can be reached. That
consensus can be taken to the
administration, telling its members what we as students are
thinking. The administration respects and wants the opinions of
the students. If students, rather
than criticize the SGA for what
they perceive as a lack of power,
took the issues seriously and gave
their opinions to their representatives, their voices would be heard
and things would get done. It is in
this way that the SGA can be an
effective body. Through this process, study hours at Mather were
extended last year, microwaves
were installed in SAGA andt the
library was open until 2am during
finals. There are a lot of important
issues the SGA will be dealing with
this year. These include the alcohol
policy, parking on Summitt Street
and the review of the fraternities
this Spring. I am committed to
making students aware of these
and other issues, and encouraging
everyone to let their voices be
heard.M The key to an effective
SGA is good leadership and committed representatives.

I'm a political science major here at Trinity and I would
like your vote for SGA president. My name is Al Kadin and
my running-mate for vice-president is MaryBeth Long.
Until last week, I was the managing editor of The Tripod.
My decision to s-un for the presidency of the SGA, however,
The basis of our platform is the ifefinitioin, centralization,
and creation of legitimacy of the SGA. The creation of legitimacy is, without a doubt,- one of the most pressing issues
regarding student input in policy decision making in the
Trinity community. The fact is that the SGA has lost its
sense of authenticity in the eyes of both the administration
and the student body. The administration' has made policy
decisions regarding housing, parking, alcohol, the bookstore,
and minority enrollment without the slightest amount of
student participation.
The most vital role the SGA plays is that of the link between administration and student. But this communication
all but stopped taking place with the- most recent SGA regimes.- It is imperative that the interests of the student body
be relayed to the administration and that the intentions of
the administration are expressed to the students.

AI Kadin
First I would like to give a brief description of my baekgroud. I am a senior at Trinity College majoring in Philosophy with a Computer Coordinate. In my sophomore year at
Trmrty I joined the Republican Club and through this organ a t i o n I was introduced to the local Republican Party in
Hartford. PThe Party
leader at that time-asked me and two
w e o u l d b e wi
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I feel that my past experience in a working political environment quahfies me for the portion-of SGA p r e S n t T n
the four years I have attended Trinity, it seems that the SGA
5" i n f . ? " " ^ t0, m k i n S d e d s i o n s a s which bands play
during Spring Weekend, and which student activitvTrouDs
get funding. It is my feeling
that the SGA should p ay fmore
g( 6nt
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important role in deciding
which faculty members are granted tenure. The SGAshSf
a so be responsible for forming committees to help thefee

for raajors at
tlthat
TrinityttXTT]ft
the bGA should have an active voice
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of student housing and decisions s u c h as

Allan Winchester'
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Tom Zoubeck

Having already spent three years at Trinity I have had
ample opportunity to observe the activity and sometimes
lack thereof of the various SGAs and their officers. I have
based my campaign on new ideas and on getting to the issues
and for this reason I will cease the introductory prattle and
get right to the main points of my platform. 1. Establishment
of an SGA newsletter. A simple one-page summary would
be sufficient. This summary could be issued to each representative who would themn hang it on their door. 2. There
is no reason why the SGA cannot fundraisers as they would
be in the interests of the many clubs which rely on the SGA
for their budgets. 3. Each Trinity student pays an activities
fee. It is the right of every student to be informed of how
this money is distributed. 4. New clubs should be encouraged. Established clubs should be intensively reviewed in
terms of budget allotted by the SGA budget commmittee. 5.
The SGA should obviously have greater contact with TCAC
in order to maintain surveillance over those officers in charge
of the funds and how they are distributed. 6. Students should
be able to present ideas to the SGA regardless of their lack
of membership. It is the right of every student to he heard
directly by the government. 7. All delegates should each have
a right to respond to an issue at least one time during a
meeting according to parlimentary rule. 8. The SGA's place
is not to waste time repremanding the fraternities. 9. A time
limit should be set on various issues. 10. Trinity should establish minors in addition to majors such that credit can be
given students who have taken many courses in a specific
area outside of their major. 11. Trinity should establish an
intra-campus phone service.
If elected SGA president I would hope to work with the
student body at large and elicit other issues which others
feel are important and need attention. Together we can forge
a new SGA and work tn ameliorate the social find academic
atmosphere at Trinity.

My name is MaryBeth Long and I am running for SGA
Vice-president on a joint ticket with SGA Presidential candidate, Al Kadin. I am a junior political science major with a
concentration in American government. Having interned for
Congressman Chester Atkins in Washington, D.C, last spring
and as I am working- foir Congresswoman Barbara Keneily
in Hartford this semester, I feel that I have gained some
valuable insight into the nature of the process of government. It is obvious to me that many of these mechanisms are
widely applicable to the SGA situation ar Trinity; and if
elected, I would use them to more accurately define the
proper role of the SGA. This is important because I feel that
.over the years the SGA has lost its,''sense of legitimacy"
awit}j8rp'<jse in"the eyes ofe both the administration'and the
studfent body.
,
I has become increasingly evident to me that the administration has come to wield "total control" over many matters
which directly affect.the student body (i.e. the alcohol policy,
the housing situation, parking facilities) without any consultation of the SGA. Since the SGA is supposed to provide the
crucial link between the concerns and interests of the student body and those of the administration, this policy of.
noncommunication must be corrected immediately. The only •
way to accomplish this is to keep the student body accurately
informed of the intentions of the administration and lead it
to actively seek, through the SGA, solutions to its concerns.

MaryBeth Long
Hello, I'm Paul Powers and I'm running for SGA viee-presidnet, Although I have no prior SGA experience I see this
fact as an assest especially when my fresh perspective is
coupled with the extensive SGA experien my running mate
Kathy George. •
•
. . . .
I feel that it is an advantage to have been able to view
SGA activities "as an outside" for three years. During these
three years I have seen the SGA in action and often .times I
was discouraged to find that offical SGA stances seemed to
reflect more the subjective opinions of individual memebers
of the SGA than those,of the student body as a whole.
• This should not happen. The student government should
be comprised of representative members of the student body
who are acutely aware of the needs and concerns of the
student body. This point cannot be emphasized!
In order for the SGA to truly reflect the student concensus,
the representatives must hkve clear lines of communication
between themselves and the student population. It is therefore especially important for the president and the vicepresident to be in close contact with every segment of the
Trinity community. Between Kathy and I we cover the majority of those segments.
'
While I am a relative newcomer to student government, I
have been involved in many- diverse activities during my
three years at Trinity. I have played two years of varsity
basketball during which we won the E.CA.C. New England
Championship. I am currently a disc jockey on our radio
station WRTC (morning rock, Thursdays 9-12 a.m.),. I anr
• also an active member of the Alpha Delta Phi fraternity.
I also feel that I have a good working relationship with
both the faculty and the administration.
• . •
These are just sortie of the qualifications that'I believe
make, me a strong candidate for a truly representative vicepresident. I hope that you feel the same way and I would
appreciate your support today. Thank you.

Pawl Powers
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On the Long Walk
What is your biggest concern about Trinity?
Wendy Goldstein '88 End of open
curriculum.
by Deborah Owen and Ann Marie
Grunbeck
Staff Writers

Sally Miller '88 The apathy - It's
all .talk and no do - it's a common
answer, oh well.

Ellen Lyng '86 Not to be in the
Tripod the 4 years I've been here.

This week students were asked
what their biggest concern about
Trinity was. Their responses are
as follows.

Photos
by

Chris Smith '89 My biggest concern is being a dancing fool and
having everyone know about it by
the next day!

Deborah
Owen

Dan Weiss '87
Student body
gets caught up in impressing each
other and they lose grip on other
people (the world).
Jennifer Merritt '88 I'm happy -1
think it's wonderful!

BLOOM COUNTY
hj Berke Breathed

Jane Swift '87 I'm concerned
about the future of the greek system.

Tf£ Ot/TPMRS /
•mei&mt, V

Mark Casparino '87
Better
quality housing and more housing"
for people forced into (off campus)
unsafe housing.

John Dalsheim '87 Administrative pressure being put on fraternities.

Andy Zimmerman '88 Frooms!

' NORVfMIN'. NOdUMPlN'.
NOPICKIN'. /
NO 5KIHHY PIPPIN',.. PUBLIC
T0IL6T5 me ft PIM£ MP
••A MM PAY.
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Leisl Griffith '88 My biggest concern? That all the students behave
as if they're cloistered here - for 4
years they're pampered and have
no idea of the real world. Trinity
students are ignorant and separated.

Newsbriefs
Dodd Introduces School
Bill in Washington
Federal support for excellence and equity in elementary
and secondary public schools would be expanded through
terms of a major new initiative called the School Excellence
and Reform Act (SERA), which was introduced by Sen.
Christopher J. Dodd (D-CT) on Thursday, September 19, in
Washington.
"Over the last two years, virtually every state has initiated
reforms to promote excellence in education," Sen. Dodd said.
"However, the new emphasis on testing, tough curricula and
new graduation requirements has revealed the existance of
a large group of students who are being left out of the
benefits of these reforms. This bill is designed to reinforce
the excellence movement while ensuring that children who
have historically been deprived of high quality education are
given opportunities previously denied them."
SERA authorizes two types of grants to States. One-half
the funds would be distributed to the States on the basis of
school-age population to be used for general improvement
and excellence programs. The local school districts would
use these funds to improve instruction in math, science,
foreign languages, technology and communication skills. The
other half of the funds would support a second type of grant
to be used for reform and equity. These grants would go to
States based on the number of poor children and would be
distributed only, to those districts with high concentrations
of poor children.
"In my view," said Sen. Dodd, "national security means
more than building missiles and bombers; a well-trained and
educated citizenry is just as important to our country's de-.
fense as the developement and procurement of advanced
military hardware."
The bill authorizes $2 billion in Fiscal Year '87 funding.
The bill calls for "such sums as are necessary" for the four
succedding years.
Appropriations made under the legislation will have to be
considered in the context of the federal deficit problem,"
Sen, Dodd said. "SERA is intended to supplement, not supplant, existing statutes which can be considered stepping
stones to this more comprehensive approach."

Victorian Literature Lecture
at Trinity
A lecture titled "Historical Transcendentalism in Victorian
Literature:is scheduled for Wednesday, Oct. 16 at 4 p.m. in
the Faculty Club of Hamlin Hall at Trinity Colleg.
Mark J. Schenker, assistant professor of English at Trinity, will talk about several writers of the Victorian age including Robert Browning, the English poet; Thomas Carlyle,
the Scottish essayist and historian; and John Henry Newman, the English cardinal and writer. Schenker will discuss
how these writers attempted to reconcile the seemingly con-

Lisa Connoly '89 Flunking out!

tradictory tenets of history and religion.
Schenker, who holds a doctorate torn Columbia University, specializes in Victorian literature
The lecture will be the second in the 198B-8'<! Faculty Research Lecture Series at Trinity. The lecture is open to thu
public

Town and Gown Forum Set
Twentieth century giants, topic of trinity town/gown
forum. "Twentieth Century Giants" will be the theme of the
Trinity College Town/Gown Forum this fall.
The annual lecture series, presented by members of the
Trinity faculty, will be held at 12 noon on four Tuesdays,
begining October 22 and ending November 12. The lectures
will be held in the Rittenberg Lounge on the second floor of
Mather Campus Center at Trinity.
On October 22, Geroge Higgins, Trinity professorof psychology and College counselor, will lecture on "Sigmund
Freud: A Literary Realist." Higgins will discuss why the
influence of Freud, the founder of psychoanalysis, has been
so much greater in literature, religon and art than it has
been in Freud's own fields of medicine and science. Higgins
is a past president of the Connecticut Psychological Association and has served on the board of Child and Family Services of Connecticut.
On October 29, J. Ronald Spencer, Trinity's associate academic dean and lecturer in history, will talk about "FDR
and the New Deal: An Assessment." Spencer will examine
President Franklain Delano Roosevelt's New Deal and discuss its significance for the Great Depression era of the
1930s and as part of a larger pattern of 20th century political
history. Spencer's specialty is American political history of
the 19th and 20th centuries.
On November 5, Paul Smith, who is James J. Goodwin
Professor of English at Trinity, will give a talk titled "Hemingway's Heroines." Smith, who has written numerous
articles on American Literature, will discuss the heroines of
Hemingway's early fiction and thier relationships with the
often unheroic heroes. Smith was a founding member and
first president of the Hemingway Society.
On November 12, Frank Kirkpatrick, associate professor
of Religion at.Trinity, will give a lecture titled "Reinhold
Niebuhr: Realist and Prophet to a Political Nation." Niebuhr,
who was a professor of social ethics, a pastor, social critic
and leader of the Liberal Party in New York, analyzed American political and moral life. Kirkpatrick will explore the
basis of Niebuhr1 s thought and its enduring value for contemporary American religon, politics and society. Kirkpatrick is
the author of several articles on modern religous thought
and co-authored the book, "Living Issues in Ethics."
Each of the four lectures will be followed by a reception at
which sandwiches, beverages and dessert will be served.
Subscriptions to the series are $30 each, including the cost
of the luncheon, Individual lecture tickets will be available
at the door for $8.50 each. For information, call Roberta
Jenckes at 527-3151, ext. 217.

350 To Be Sworn in as
United States Citizens
John Weiss, Officer-In-Charge of the U.S. Immigration
and Naturalization Service of Hartford area office, today
announced plans to swear in 350 individuals as U.S. Citizens
on Tuesday, September 24th, 1985 at 2:00 p.m., in the Auditorium of Greater Hartford Community College, 61 Woodland Street, Hartford.
The ceremony will commemorate the 350th Jubilee of the
City of Hartford and the, 350th Birthday celebration of the
State of Connecticut. It will be conducted by the U.S. Dis. trict Judge Peter C. Dorsey and hosted by the International
Institute and the City of Hartford. 350 foreign nationals,
representing sixty countries, will become Naturalized U.S.
Citizens during the ceremony.
Inivited guest speakers include Governor William A.
O'Neill, Thirman Milner, Mayor of the City of Hartford, and
U.S. Representitives Barbara B. Kennelly and Nancy L.
Johnson.

Tuition Free Courses for
City Employees
Trinity is VoinV to offer Tuition free courses to city employees. Hartford, Conn - Trinity ColleVe has established a
new proVram offerinV 25 tuition-free underVraduate and
Vraduate courses to Hartford city employees durinVthe 198586 academic year.
Francis X. Hartmann, who initiated the proVram at Trinity, explained that the ColleVe is offerinV these courses as a
siVn respect and appreciation of the city and its employees.
The ColleVe has 27 majors in libveral arts and science's for
underVraduates, and nine master's deVrees proVrams includinV public policy and American studies.
Hartford City ManaVer Alfred A. Gatta says this proVram
provides a unique opportunity for city employees. "It speaks
well of Trinity's commitment to hiVher education," Gatta
said.
Under the terms of the proVram, city employees must be
secifially nominated by the city manaVer. Prospective students must Vo throuVh the ColleVe's standard acceptance
and enrollment procedures. Courses may be taken either for
credit or audited. Tuition fees will be waived but students
must pay for books and the $15 reVistration fee.
The normal tuition fee at Trinity is $295 per underVraduate course and $390 per Vraduate course. Under the new
proVram, if 25 city employees take underVraduate courses
for credit, the value would be almost $250,000, Hartmann
noted. He said the program is expected to be an ongoing one
but will be reviewed next summer to dormine if it has been
useful.
Trinity also plans to offer a writer's workshop this academic year to a selected group of 12 or 15 city employees
who wish to enhance their commmunication skills. Hartmann
added.
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EATURES
Feature Focus
BYVORDO

12:15 in the afternoon. You start
rustling papers at your desk telling yourself to stay awake for five
minutes longer. The teacher,
seeing the anticipation in the
movements of his class, intentionally draws the lecture to its most
boring conclusion by posing a rhetorical question. "And so did this
development in the structure of
this newly found precipice of intellectual thought have any affect on
so and so." Oh God, he's going to
spend seven more minutes on this
lame lecture. Looking around the
room with the most exasperated
expression on your face, in hopes
of catching one of your comrades
in arms with a knowing smile, you
only find the dull and glazed countenances of other lost individuals
wondering why they took History
of Something Completely Unimportant. This teacher must have
been sent from Hell - stomach's
screaming for food, mind turning
to mush, and general life not being
enlightened. Finally, the fateful
words of "See you on Friday," and
like a blanket of lethargy being
lifted, the class, almost all at once,
explodes from their seats and head
to the door.

The masses have invaded the
long walk. You walk as swiftly as
you can without drawing attention
to yourself; God-forbid that you
would be caught running toward
Saga (Society Aspiring for Gastronomic Affixation), which would
be an admission of your deep
founded love for deep fried fish
("Which type: cod, bass, cat; no,
dead.")
12:25, you have almost reached
Cook Arch, acknowledging your
watch, which tells you that you
have less than forty minutes to eat
and get on your way to your next
class. Then, like a drunk driver
that decides that the traffic light
is not really red, disaster befalls.
Wait, did every Trinity undergraduate decide to use this particular door to get into Saga at once?
This many people can't want to eat
that badily. So what if there are
over seven hundred people extra on
the meal plan than last semester,
but why did thay all come to this
particular door in Mather to get
food?
Resigned to your fate, you wait
in line hoping that the people in
front of you pass out in heat exhaustion so you can get in faster.

Crawling at pace of the steel industry, you almost get to the door,
but the person just ahead of you
just can't seem to find her I.D. as
she rummages through her three
bags (her purse, one for her books,
and one for her makeup.) Finally
you rush past the lost girl who has
been reduced to a mass of exasperated jelly.
12:59 - less than ten minutes to
eat. Something is not right here, I
just stood in a line to get in, now I
have to stand in two more just to
get food? Why does everybody stand
in the first two lines, when there
are two others? Oh, they just want
to talk to the British exchange student who got drafted into Saga
Bob's clutches. Sauntering to the
empty line, passing starr-eyed
preps, you finally get served.
1:05 There is something very
wrong here.
6:30 in the evening. You wake
from a sweaty sleep just in time
for dinner. God, what a dream.
Saga will never get that bad, 7~ight?
You have almost reached Cook
Arch...and disaster befalls. Is this
a psychedelic nightmare? No, reality. Typical reality.

Yo! Saga Bob

Please, Give Us A Break Marabel Morgan
CHIP RHODES
Her name is Marabel Morgan
and she's a housewife. Oh yes, I
almost forgot, she writes books
too, if you want to be that generous. She wrote one entitaled, The
Total Woman Cookbook, an oxymoron if I ever heard one, Her.
most recent gem is entitled The
Electric Woman: Hope for Tired
Mothers, Lovers, and Others. I'm
going to have to practice some restraint because my intial reaction
to this woman and her books was
not exactly kind.
Here are just a sample of Marabel's (nice name) brilliant suggestions — suggestions contained in
her equilly brilliant new book:
— Call your husband, at work.
When he answers, purr into the'
phone, "Hi honey, I wanted you to
know that I just crave your body.
Hurry home. Bye."

— Get a toy rifle, sombrero, and a
poncho and hide, behind the front
door. When your husband gets,
home, tell him to stick up his hands
— its his body or his life.
She also makes suggestions for
mealtime. Yes, of course, all
woman cook dinnar. (What planet
are you from?)
— Stick a candle in the meatloaf.
— Tint the mashed potatoes pink.
— Swing from the chandelier.
First off, if Marabel were my
wife, I would have tossed her out
long ago, that is if I hadn't already
called the men in the white suits.
Those repulsively clever pieces of
literal and figurative prostitution,
ostensibly designed to jazz up a
marrage, do nothing but toss the
entire concept of marrage back
about twenty or thirty years.
I have a very good friend, a
woman, who has a particular dislike for woman who define them-
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selves strictly in terms of men and
marriage. I have this dream of introducing her to Marabel;' I know
that I don't know Marabel, but indulge me please.
Me: Marabel, I'd like you to meet
my friend, she just finnished reading your latest book.
Marabel: Oh really! That's devine!
Tell me, what did you think?
My Friend: I didn't have to.
Marabel: Excuse me? My Friend: I
think you're disgusting. I think you
are an insult to woman every
where.
Me: (sensing that things might get
ugly) Tell me Marabel, what do you
think a woman's greatest source
of fulfillment is?
Marabel: (brightly) To love and
serve her husband.
My Friend: I think your brain is
dripping out of your ears.
Marabel: Huh?
My Friend: I think you should rent
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time, but at least some of the blame
has to go to woman like Marabel
Morgan. They invite it. They enjoy
being toys. They enjoy their roles
as coquettish sex kittens. They also
. ensure that many men will never
take them seriously as human
beings. This hurts all women.
But sadly many women will read
this new book. They might even
try some of those deliriously cute
recommendations. But if they have
any dignity or pride to their womanhood, they'll probably think like1
my friend. I know I do.

Attention!
Help
wanted

An English Woman Abroad
Carolinne Hunt
Ever see me? I am the girl who
dispenses your Saga prescription
in a light-hearted manner and with
a touch of sarcasm, and the imbecile who loses your ID' at the circulation desk. All this done with
an air of joie-de-vivre, aquired via
immersion in Trinity College. I arrived here three weeks ago and
these are my initial observations.

r

out the empty space between your
ears. I think you've watched too
many episodes of 'Bewitched.' I
know, some slugs that I respect
more than you. I think...
Me: (cutting in) Marabel, were you
once a cheerleader?
Marabel: (a little vexed but cool as
ever) Yes, how did you know?
At this moment a brief scuffle
ensues, in which my good freind
gets the better of Marabel, though
Marabel's hair remains bullet
proof.
It's only a dream, a little wishful
thinking, but in case you haven't
figured it out by now, Marabel
makes me angry. She even stirs
my ire.
I know that there are more reprehensible people out there.
There are murders, rapests, used
car salesman, but woman like this
do everyone a disservice. Men have
been shitting on woman for a long

photo by Seth Goodwin

Please don't think me critical,
though I might concievably stand
condemned of cynicism. Where do
you people get your zip from? Is it
the surroundings? This campus is
very beautiful and coming from a
University constructed entirely
from greying concrete slabs, it is
very inspiring to see greenery, God
damn it, from one's cellroom. Does
your attitude change when it
snows or rains? I hope it doesn't,
as it's very pleasant to see so many
cheerful expressions on your faces,

as I stagger late as usual to my
8:30 class. I'm also very impressed
by the openness and candour during our collective persuit of knowledge. Here lies an essential
difference between the English
student and her American contempory. We Brits are used to the passive absorption of facts, of
interpretations; questioning is a
sign of ignorance, of being ill prepared. Here it's projected as an
essential part of the learning procoss; the fear of the unknown is
subverted into an insatiable quest
for knowledge. It's very refreshing, especially as the inherent fear
of appearing stipid is so quickly
dispelled.
Pardon the •intropection, but I
cannot .deny that it's been very
hard to adjust. Did anyone else
break their combination lock on
their door within five minutes of
arrival? Or fear the crowds in Saga
around the Ice-cream cabinet? Or
try so hard to induce a smile from

the manager of Folletts, who faced
with a disorientated student floundering with a useless text-book,
could only growl "Where's your
receipt?" I realised I'd committed
a mortal sin, but only if he'd been
more pleasant about it. These minor disasters aside, I've had many
enjoyable moments. Perpaps my
favorite pastime is lying in the
Quad, watching people and trying
to decide on a Trinity code of dress.
I gave up, though I would like to
know how my fellow sex acquire
such beautiful hair. Not a split end
to be seen. Conversely, if anyone
wants to know how to get them,
please come to me first.
"When I initially contemplated
this piece I was unsure as to what
atitude to take. I'm still undecided,
so take it any way you want. But,
whatever you think please don't
stop saying "Hi," as it makes my
day to hear it from people I know,
and those who are complete
strangers.
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Editorial
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TRINITY TRIPOD

MeLp
Wisdom from the mountain...
....Today the S.G.A. is holding elections for the 1985-86
academic year. Profiles of each of the candidates for
president and vice-president appear in this week's paper.
We urge you to read them before voting - these people
will be representing you, you should know what they
stand for....MOZART AND THE HEADS: First "Stop Making Sense," then "Amadeus." The programming director
at Cinestudio should be applauded for his/her schecfuling....YOU CAN'T BELIEVE EVERYTHING YOU SEE: We
really, really, really would like to know what kind of
couple finds making love outside of Jones Hall romant i c . J U S T WHEN,YOU THOUGHT IT WAS SAFE TO OPEN
YOUR TRIPOD: There they go again. Trinity's gay alumni,
Lamda, wanted to have an article about themselves
published in the offical school alumni bulletin, The Reporter. The school told Lamda that it did not recognize
any special interest alumni groups and refused to publish
the article. The College made the right decision: special
interest groups on the alumni level are divisive and defeat
the fundimental purpose of organized alumni....POSITIVE
VIBRATIONS: Cool Runnings, Cool Idea, Cool Participation, Uncool Performance. The R.A.'s of Elton/Jones
should be applauded for their effort in sponsoring a
major event at this college. Too bad the band wasn't at
its best. Reggae music is becoming more and more
popular at this
school and top-flight bands like Steel
Pulse and One People play for relatively bargin rates. In
fact, we hear they iove to play small college spring
weekends. Are you listening T.C.A.C?....Vote early and
often.
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ETTERS
Rosh Hashanah Registration Lacked Sensitivity
As the academic year 1985-86
gathers momentum, I have been
concerned that certain events have
been scheduled on key Jewish holy
days. Such scheduling poses difficult dilemmas "for students, faculty, and staff who wish to be full
members of the college community
and of a different cultural tradition.
The steps taken by the Dean to

1
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Business Administration
Dartmouth College • Hanover, N.H.
Men and Women Seeking
Graduate Education for Management
are invited to discuss the

TUCK MBA
Tuesday, November 5
Marda Collett, Assistant Director of Admissions
Sign up with the Career Counseling Office
527-3157, ext.228

rearrange Final Registration on
September 16 to accomodate those
celebrating the Jewish New Year
5746 showed sensitivity to scheduling conflicts. The college calendar, however, also includes public
events on Tuesday evening, September 23, most notably a speech
by an Arab anthropoligist, a particulary sensitive choice for the occasion.
Unlike current Christian practice, Jewish holy days begin at sundown and extend through the

President Sets Record Straight

following day. Thus, the holy' day
of Yom Kippur, the Day of Atonement, begins in the synagogue at
sundown Tuesday, September 23,
and continues through September
24. While the eve of holy days has
a unique importance to members
of the Jewish faith, there are
doubtlessly days of special significance to members of other cultural
traditions on campus. I urge'ViM
sensitivity in the scheduling
of events on the college calendar.
Thank you for your attention on
this matter.
Sincerely,
Judith V. Branzberg

3
To the Editor,
We have often been accused of
'After reading the article in last
being anti-fraternity. Nothing
•veek's Tripod concerning the miscould be further from the truth. As
use of funds by the Trinity College
a proud and active brother of St.
Activities Council (TCAC), I feel
Anthony Hall, I can attest to this.
there is a necessity to clear the-air . We do not exist as an alternatice
in order to stabilize the organizato fraternity parties. Out purpose
tion. My purpose is not to defend
is to provide an additional source
or criticize Mark Greenland and his
of entertainment to the Trinity
action, but rather to explain the
Community. Our approach, howTCAC boards position concerning
ever, has changed.
the issue and to elaborate onn some
Gone are the days' of the one
changes within the organization
party per week featuring unknown
which will hopefully make the
bands playing bizarre Hindu-punk.
council a much stronger one this
Gone ^ar the days of the "empty
year.
warehouse parties" in the WashAs the only remaining board
ington room. Our focus now, is to
member from last year's Council,
provide fewer but more attractive
I can say that everyone, not just
events. You can be assurred that
SMark^was at fault. This is not to
each and every, TCAC party or •
say that we had any idea of the
event that you attend will be
alleged "embezzling" charges beunique. The new edition of the
cause nothing could be farther
Council is some 70 strong, comfrom the truth. However, the expared to about 40 last year, and,
ecutive board last year was too
myself excluded, the "new recomplacent. We let Mark take togime" leadership is young and full
tal control of the organization, and
of great ideas.
he ran the group as he saw fir.
Hopefully, I've been able to clear
Unfortunately, many (if not most)
the air a little with this. Our first
of the events "he" (or we) sponshow is Oct. 11 with the Memphis
'"sered were unsuccessful, and, due
Motor City Revue, featuring memto irreparable differences between
bers of bands such as Gladys
himself and the rest of the board,
Knight and the Pips, Lionel Rithe was asked to resign.
chie, and Todd Rundgren. Believe
Fortunately, as a group, we were
me, you' won't want to miss this
strong enough and dedicated
party!
enough to pull together for a successful second semester. Ask anyRespectfully,
one who attended Casino night,
Tyler Barnes, President, TCAC
Sam and Dave or the Sunday
Spring Weekend concert, and they
P.S. Anyone wishing to become
will tell you that these were three
involved
with TCAC, please conof the best parties of the year.
taact me through Box 21,

Prisoner Seeks
Pen Pal
To the editor:
My name is Jeff (Abid) McCune
and I am presently incarcerated in
the Federal Correctional Institution at Raybrook, New York.
I am 24 years old and a first offender interested in corresponding
to students on campus (ladies preferably). I have been incarcerated
now a little over two years. My
objective is to seek enlightenment,
share different points of views, understanding, and mutual friendship.
With all due respect I am patiently awaiting your immediate
reply.
Sincerely yours,
Jeff (Adib). McCune #17547-013
P.O. Box 905-J Raybrook, New
York 12977-900
.

Not Mine
To the Editor:
It was very, interesting to read
the caption that appeared under
the Brooke Shields' glasses next to
my column last week, especially
since I have no recollection of writing any such copy. Please explain.
K Gallant,
Open Windows
I confess, I did it and I feel great.
-Ed.
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OMMENTARY
James Potter Remembered
Douglas Kim
"Nothing gold can stay."
-Robert Frost
With the death of Professor
James Potter this past summer, we
fondly look back at his many contributions to the Trinity community. Unfortunately, I only knew
him in the last two years of his
thirty year tenure as an English
professor.In that time, however, I
was particularly impressed by his
special brand of teaching.
In my summer before coming to
the College, I was delighted to receive a letter from Professor Potter introducing himself as my
freshman year advisor.Here was a
man who understood the world as
I did: he noted his interests as the
study of the relationship between
film and literature, Robert Frost,
skiing, and the south of France.
Professor Potter's letter was a
warm welcome for an apprehensive freshman.

Professor Potter conducted his
classes in his own unique manner.At the start of a class, he
would raise a question about the
work that we'd just read in a way
that demanded an opinionated response. Without fail, a student answered then starting a chain of
others to speak leading to a web of
retorts.Meanwhilo, Professor Potter quietly sat back and oversaw
the conversation.Professor Potter
subtley prodded our intellects
through his own careful course. I
caught on to this after a
while. What I once called "unstructured," was actually his own efficient and wise brand of teaching.
In the early 1970's, Professor
Potter led the College in its earlier
studies of film as an intellectual
work — a work that he believed
could be studied as a piece of literature.Professor Potter's film
and literature course was his own
creation and the first of its kind at
the College. I realized the value of
the cinema when introduced to
screen adantatinns to novpls that

we'd read in class.They frequently
offered insightful interpretations.Seeing "Citizen Kane" in
class though, made me realize how
well a screenplay could be written
and produced. .
After class, many of us would
stay behind to chat with Professor
Potter.A favorite discussion was
about how Trinity had changed
since the 1950's and 60's.I always
preferred talking about our common interest in Italian sports cars:
his was a boat-tail spyder identical
to Dustin Hoffman's classic Alfa in
"The Graduate," while mine was a
contemporary,high-technology
wedge of a car. I often sought his
advice as the engines of the two
Alfas, though years apart, were
essentially the same. It always
makes me smile to think that Professor Potter's "wisdom" extended so far out of the classroom.
I've always identified with Professor Potter, a little but, ultimately, I seek to emulate his
wisdom.

Comparisons of South Africa, Nicaragua Valid
To the Editor:
"In a previous letter to the The
Tripod (Liberal rhetoric flawed."
Sept. 17), which referred to the
"In the News" column' of Sept. 10
by Bridget McCormack, I made a
conclusion about the responsibility
of the United States to defend our
ideological cousins in South Africa
and Central Amaerica.
Certainly, anyone who supports
apartheid is a fool. I am not a fool,
and I share her categorical disgust
for apartheid. In my letter, I
merely said, among other things,
that she. underestimated the potential for change in South Africa.
I also pointed out an ideological
contradiction in her opinion of the
Nicaraguan situation. By objecting
to U.S. non-military aid, she implicitly withholds her support of
the Necaraguan rebels. Granted,
the aid encourages the Contra
warriors, but if they did not exist,
there would be no hope for the antiMarxist cause.
My conclusioin was that the situations in South Africa and Nicaragua had a common factor: that
each nation had "freedom fighters" that needed out support. It is
up to the United States and its allies to lend a hand in the struggle
against tyranny.

The "In the News" column of
September 17 picked up on the
connection between South Africa
and the threat of communism.
Once again, Miss McCormack has
failed to consider the whole issue.
Her urgent demand for hard-nosed
sanctions forgets about the longterm consequences of a weakened
South African ^government. The
implication is that the African National Congress and its Marxist
leadership (notably, Nelson Mandela) would gain an unhealthy influence on South African affairs.
One can be sure that if the ANC
gained enough power, the result
would be an anti-American regime. A number of these "new"
African nations have already establish the pattern for South African Marxists to follow.
. Our contempt of communism is
sufficient reason to be wary of it.
A small destabilized nation is a
breeding-ground for an undesireable Marxist revolution. Nicaragua
is an example of one that for away
from us. Ler us worry less about
the influence of the Soviets, and
more about how to keep their ideology from spreading.
Forcing rapid change on the entire South African nation would be

destabilizing, and could potentially
injure U.S. interests in all of Africa. U.S. government reluctance
to put very heavy pressure on the
Botha regime is therefore justified. The objective is not to replace
the present government, but to
bring about reform without causing a revolution.
As Americans who want to see
change, we must fight the urge to
demand immediate results. The
consequenced of a quick decision
are unpredictable.. Neither Mis
McCormack nor I know what really
could happen; few people are that
well informed. In my opinion, the
best way to avoid future problems
is to stay on the safe side, with the
present government, gradually increasing the pressure — through
sanction ar whatever — one step
ar a time, while carefully analyzing
the outcome. Failure to make a
prudent decision — even if it is
restrained in scope — could eventually lead to an un-democratic and
un-stable South Africa. The President is not doing enough, but he is
on the right track. The rhetoric is
not as empty as it seems to Mis
McCormack.
Stephen h. Steinberg

Mandela's Politics Should Not Be Held Against Him
To the Editor:
In John Shiffman's editorial
"Top-Ranking" (Sept, 17 of The
Tripod), the editor brings up several points of controversy, only one
of which I well dwell upon. Nelson
Mandela is criticized for his adherence to violence and his Communist ties; therefore, he should be
given no support from the United
States. In making this conclusion,
Mr Shiffman has shown ssevere
misunderstanding of the situation.
Mandela's contraversial beliefs
in socialism, and his outspoken adherence to violence should not and
cannoL be the issue. We cannot afford to be that idealistic. What is
important to understand is that
Mandela is the only black leader
who has any hope of unifying the
entire black population in South
Africa; he has the ability to bring
together the several tribal and po-

litical factions. Mr. Shiffman's
suggestion to throw support behind Desmond Tutu is absurd: for
no matter how worthy of a man
Tutu is, he does not come close to
unifying the community. It is internal divisions within the black
movement that will scar the future
of South Africa, not ties to socialism.
VV t; aumul oase our foreign policy on reactionary rejection of socialism. We did this in Zaire, which
now has a one-party political system the as dominated by one man,
Mobutu. Since U.S. involvement in
the 60's put him in power, Zaire
has sank into a social and economic
state that is the laughing stock of
the entire continent of Africa. We
cannot afford to make that mistake again. In South Africa, the
stakes are much greater than they
are in Zaire. We must throw our

support behind the only leader who
stands a chance of leading South
Africa onto the stable, unified, and
prosperous road to independence.
If we disagree with Mandela's
socialist policy, then perhaps we
should work with him and the African National Congress in hope of
attaining a plan that will be more
prosperous to the people of South
Africa. I don't think this-is too
much to ask considering how long
we have worked with the South
African government, knowing it to
be one of the greatest violators of
human rights in the modern world.
Let us .give Mandela the same
chance we have given Pretoria.

Sincerely,
Hugh Morgan, Class of 1987

JAMES L POTTER IN 1971
James L. Potter, an English professor at the College for thrity
years, died on June 27, 1985. Potter retired from the English department this past, spring. Dr.
Potter was a specialist in the study
of Robert Frost poetry and created an innovative program of film
theory and criticism. He was a consultant on film, modern drama, and
Robert Frost for Choice magazine.
In 1967, he wrote the textbook
Elements of literature. In 1980 his
critical study.T/te Robert Frost
Handbook, was published by the

Pennsylvania State University
Press.
A Wisconsin native, Potter received his bachelor's and master's
degrees from Wesleyan University
and his doctorate from. Harvard
University. In 1955 he entered the
Trinity faculty after teaching for
two years at Boston University and
for five years at Tufts University.
A resident of Canton Center, Connecticut, Dr. Potter was a past
president of the Canton Land
Trust,
, The College's memorial service
will be held in November.

Milner's Brother
by Barry A. Freedman
• Staff Writer
The assualt of Hartford man late
last Sunday night has created a
campaign issue in the Hartford
mayoral contest.
Hartford Police arrested Gary
Milner, 53, the younger brother of
Hartford Mayor, and campaign
treasurer on six charges including,
assaulting a police officer and carrying: a handgun while loaded and
unregistered.
Police said that he was arrested
at the downtown campaign headquarters on Asylum Avenue
around 10 p.m. Sunday, after they
saw him chasing a man from the
mayor's downtown campaign
headquarters with a sawed-off oar.
Police said that the younger Milner clubbed patrolman Joseph Calton during the arrest. The officer
needed medical attention at Mount
Sinai Hospital where he recieved
eight stitches to his forehead.
Gary Milner, who lives at the
Mayor's house, was charged with
first-degree assault, attempted
second degree assault, interfering
with a police officer, breach of the
peace, carrying a pistol without a
permit and carrying a dangerous
weapon, (the club/oar)
Milner said that he was fixing a
banner outside the campaign headquarters, when he saw a man run
inside. Milner proceeded to grab a
club, which he usually keeps in the
car, and chased the man out of the'
headquarters.
Gary Milner returned to the
campaign headquarters to call his
brother when he was grabbed by

police and arrested. He denied hitting the officer and stated that at
least two police officers hit him
with night sticks for no apparent
reason.
Mayor T. Milner later questioned the actions of the arresting
officers and suggested that over
use of force is a problem in the
department.
In a statement issued last Tuesday the mayor affirmed his confidence and support for the Hartford
Police Department, but did not
make note of isolated incedents of
brutality documented by the internal affairs division.
The arrest of the Mayor's
brother has created a campaign issue. The challengers, councilwoman Eunice S. Groark,
questioned why Milner is now addressing the issue of police brutal- ity. She stated that the issue should
not have been mentioned if it were
not a problem. She claimed that it
was only brought up now only because of the statements made by
the mayor's brother. She questioned the Mayor Milner's integrity and referred to his first
campaign, during which the he
stated that he held a college degree, which he doesn't hold.
She called for the mayor to dismiss his breother as campaign
treasurer due to his iilegediy carrying a gun without a permit. The
Mayor accepted the resignation of
his brother, on Tuesday.
In 1985, police have recieved 38
complaints of excessive force, 10
of which have been .sustained by
the department and the PoliceCriminal Review Board. In 1984,
there were 50 complaints, 10 of
which were sustained.
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ORLD OUTLOOK
Discrimination
In Church
The question women's role in the Roman Catholic Church has been a
hot topic for years now. Last weekend women got their first pledge of
support from a powerful source: the leadership of the American church.
In a report to Pope John Paul II, the National Conference of Catholic
Bishops said the church should affirm the "rights and dignity" of women
and advance them to "positions of leadership and decision-making." The
report stopped short of suggesting that women be ordained.
Why? The ordination of women in the Episcopal Church over 20 years
ago has enhanced the priesthood immensely. It has broadened its base,
enlightened its theology, and improved it pastorally."
The Catholic Bishops are caught in between the Pope's rigid conservative hold on the issues of gender and the social changes of the last 20
years that have taken place in the United States. Their statement is abrave one but perhaps it could be braver.

In The News
BRIDGET McCORMACK

And In State
The Reagan Administration has always taken a strong position on raceconcious employment standards. Two major arguments support their view
that these standards should be abolished.
The first argument is the idea that mandated goals dicriminate against
qualified whites and males by forcing employers to pass over them. The
second is that such standards make the intended beneficiaries - blacks and
women - dependent on the Government and therefore hurt rather than
help them.
Attorney General Edwin Meese, 3rd, personified these arguments in a
speeck to students at Dickinson College in Carlisle, Pa. He argued that
ratification of the 13th, 14th, and 15th ammendments after the Civil War
made the Constitution "officially color blind". Those who push for quotas
in hiring and promotion are encouraging "a new version of the separatebut-equal doctrine." "You should not forget that an earlier generation of
Americans heard from some that slavery was good not only for the slave
but for society" said Mr. Meese.
Needless to say, civil rights groups were outraged. Mr. Meese's parallel
of slavery supporters to quota supporters is just another outright expression of committment to affirmative action. Last month it was reported
that the administration administration was moving towards legislation
which would void all quota laws. Mr. Meese assured us that "the vast
majority of Americans" share the administration's opposition to quotas.
. Can he be serious? I find it hard to believe that anyone in such a powerful
position can be so ignorant, so insensitive and then admit to it. "Wouldn't
it be great if the job could always go to the most "qualified" applicant?
But everyone knows that not all people start out from the same square.
Whites and males generally get a huge head: start. Therefore it is much
easier for them to be more educated.....more "qualified.
Until everyone is beginning at the same starting block quotas are a
neceesity. Otherwise our society will revert back to an even greater bed
of discrimination and racism. And think of all the talent that gets squelched
when minorities are cut off. What a limited, stale, single dimensional place
it could be.
How often companies comply with quota laws now is already questionable. Rescinding those laws could be disastrous. It is no wonder the
Reagan administration gets accused of being racist. It is.

My congress doesn't understand me.

Espionage Ming Unraweled
by Tory Clawson
World Outlook Staff

Last week an exciting spy ring
unraveled between the Soviet
Union and Great Britain. The ac, tion began when Oleg Gordiyevsky, a double-agent for Britain and
the Soviet Union, defected to
Great Britain. Gordiyevsky chose
to seek asylum in southern England after he suspected that the
K.G.B. had learned of his role. As
a result of the information he provided, British officials ousted
twenty-five Soviet citizens from
Britain. As one Western intelligence source said, "Gordiyevsky
opened Pandora's box for the British and, we hope, their allies. The
K.G.B.'s whole expionage apparatus in Britain has been blown."
The Soviets, hwoever, did not
stand by idly and watch this take
place. They retaliated in their typ-

ical "Olympic-boycott" way and
ordered twenty-five British citizens to leave Moscow because they
were accused of "Impermissable
activity." The British had expected some sort of retaliation, but
not on such a large scale. According to the same source the action
,was an "overkill," probably due to
the; :"astonishmerit and dismay" i
the K.G.B. felt upon learning that
Gordiyevsky, one of their most
trusted and valued members, had
turned against them.
So the ball was back in Britain's
court. Two days later Britain
ousted six more Soviet citizens.
This action on the part of the British was both praised and criticized.
One source said, "The British were
inviting the wholesale expulsion of
their own army, air and naval attaches in Moscow." As of yet, this
has not occurred. But some political commentators claimed the action was "natural under the
circumstances," saying, "If the
Prime Minister wants to live up to

her billing as the 'Iron Lady,' then
she must be...tough with Russians."
This expulsion of thirty-one Soviets in all will definately create a
large dent in the Russian's intelligence sources. They will now probably be forced to rely on "illegals,"
which are spies who are living-inki
der false identities in civilian life.
The entire affair is rather shocking from both the Soviet and the
British standpoint. The Soviets experienced a double blow, for they
lost both Gordiyevsky and thirtyone other spies. The British, too,
experienced a loss with the unexpectadly large Soviet retaliation.
Derek Thomas, political director of
the Foreign Affairs in- Britain,
said, "The British Government has
worked hard to improve Anglo-So, viet relations," but because of the
Soviets "could not but set back the
process." Somehow, Mr. Thomas
seems to have forgotten that the
British started the entire affair.

Greenpeace "Rainbow Warrior" To Be Commended
article describing what they have
found to have happened. Their article is a detailed account that
By now the sinking of Greenmakes a mockery of the official repeace's flagship "Rainbow Warport ordered by Mitterrand. Mitrior" is old news. The whole story,
terrand, to his credit, authorized
however, continues to unfold day
this. investigation almost immediby day, revealing more, and. ately after French involvement
strongly implicating the French
was suspected. The report, comGovernment. The issue of parapiled by Bernard Tricot, basically
mount importance to France, New
came to the conclusion that the
Zealand, and environmentalists all
French secret service had been
over the world, holds tremendous
watching Greenpeace closely, but
significance for French President
had no hand in the Warrior's sinkFrancois -Mitterrand. Mitterrand
ing. Earlier this summer, French
has been publicly blasted for the
officials rightly believed that
Nixon-like stumbling he has been
Greenpeace was planning to acdoing trying to explain and contively protest their nuclear testing
done his country's involvement.
on Mururoa atoll in French PolyPoliticians have begun to call the
nesia. They ordered the intellisituation a "French..Watergate,"
gence agency to "intensify the
and they are demanding that the
collection of information" on
truth come out.
Greenpeace, and a three part opLe Monde, France's principal' eration ensued.
. According toi the official report,.
paper, recently printed a lengthy
by Hutch Robbing
Senior Staff Writer

the series went like this: First, a
French agent, Christine Cabon,
was sent to Aukland to infiltrate
Greenpeace and learn their plans.
This she did, and left New Zealand
long before the ship was sunk. Not
coincidentally, she cannot be found
and is presumed to be hidden by
the secret service. This account
was agreed to by Le Monde.
Part two of the official report
contrasted violently with the Le
Monde account. Apparently, three
French agents rented a boat in
New Caledonia and sailed to New
Zealand. The Tricot report goes on
to say that the aim of the-boat was
to eventially join a Greenpeace flotilla. Le Monde claims, with substantial evidence, that the boat
carried the explosives and an inflatable dingy bought in London.
The boat, the.Ouvea, left one day
before the attack and was momentarily detained in Australia. It was

later released.
Part three of the mission is also
contested. Two French agents,
posing as a couple and using false
passports, went to Aukland to collect information on Greenpeace
members (according to Tricot). Le
Monde states that the two were
decoys who supervised the operation, actually carried out by two
Navy frogmen. Either way, the
couple was arrested and later implicated when they dialed a secret
French intelligence number from a
police phone. They are now in
Auckland awaiting trial on murder, arson, and conspiracy to commit arson charges.
There are many more little details that have been revealed, all
uncovering what a. .poor job the
French did. It is amazing to see
how a nation, sophisticated in the
ways of modern espionage, could
make such a' fool :of itself. The

whole concept, blowing up a ship
so they can test nuclear weapons
in peace, is ridiculous. The fact that
one person was killed makes the
government a murderous • body.
And the fact that they tried to hide
their involvement shows idiotic
leadership not seen since our own
Watergate.
Greenpeace, although often extreme, is to be commended. Their
project of sailing to the atoll and
disrupting the test is brave and innovative. The incredible after-effects of nuclear testing are
examplified by U.S. testing earlier
in the century. Who can forget reports of children playing in fallout,
thinking it was snow? One would
hope (and in this case be disappointed) that any nation with the
status of France would have
enough common sense and morality to stop the testing. Apparently
they do not.

WORLD OUTLOOK MEETING TONIGHT AT 7:30
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ORLD OUTLOOK
Bob And Steve Discuss:
Recent U.S. Weapon's Testing
by Bob Bentivegna and Stephen
Balon
World Outlook Staff
Last week, the United States
Defense Department tested its
new satellite destroying capability. The mission, to shoot down an
obsolete satellite, was successful.
The orbiting satellite was destroyed on impact, without the use
of explosives or warheads.
The importance of the mission
goes beyond its obvious tactical
success. Testing military hardware was not the only reason that
this testing took place, although it
would seem that way. The Soviets
noticed this. With the summit coming up between Mr. Reagan and
Soviet leader Gorbachev, many
would question the motives of the
Pentagon.
B: The motives of the Pentagon
are not the issue here. The test
would have not been carried out if
the state department and, the office of the president had not
deemed it consistent with the
American policy which will be
brought to' the summit. It is a
standard diplomatic maneuver to
display a new weapons system or
military capability before negotiations. Furthermore, a summit
meeting between two heads of
state does not mean that any policy changes will necessarily be instituted. The test does, however,
give Reagan the option of offering
to begin negotiations for the scrapping of our ASAT system in return
for a similar scrapping of the (already tested) Russian system.
S: I believe that they just managed to antagonize our adversaries.
While I support the
advancement of our technology
and our military tactics, I could not
help but think that this test was ill-

timed. The Soviets halted testing
B: Yes, there was no other fair
of their ASAT system, only to re- way. Now we have some concrete
sume testing if we began to test
evidence to use as a bargaining tool
ours. And since we did chances are at the summit. If we had waited to
they will resume their testing. But
test our ASAT system, we would
why did we do this now? The rea- not be able to negotiate on this
son you gave for this purposeful,
topic. I repeat, their system has
blatant power play was interestbeen working for some time now.
ing, if not powerful. We have dealt
We had to test.
with the Soviets before, but never
with Gorbachev. We do not know
Si: And on this point I must dishow the weapons testing will be
agree. Maybe I am swayed by the
taken. It is possible that the SoviSoviet propaganda. But I think it
ets were clear-headed and ready to
would have been most wise, dare I
begin serious negotiations. Thus, I
say conservative, to discuss the
think, we might have rocked their
volatile subject of weapons testing
boat.
and disarmament during this historic summit. That is what these
meetings are all about. We must
continue to try to understand the
B: I see that you have been taken
Soviet philosophy through open
in by the Soviet propaganda, discommunication of ideas. These
seminated, willfully or not, by the
talks must be a means whereby the
American news media. Their coverage of this event, and of the So- two countries can discover peaceful solutions to problems of worldviet threat to test their system if
we tested ours, neglected to men- wide importance. If we waited to
discuss this weapons issue at the
tion that the Soviets have had a
summit, we might have been able
working ASAT system for several
to make some great compromise,
years. I am sure that the money
as is Reagan's want, for the consaved by suspending the new testtinued testing of ours and the Soing had been put to good use, probviet's anti-satellite weapons.
ably to develop more effective
chemical warfare agents.
S: Amazing. You seem to be implying that our American news
bureaus, which supply much of the
American public with their information about the world, is actually
a liberal organization being exploited by the Communists. But
you fail to clarify the central question I have. -Why did we not wait
until after the summit to test this
controversial weapon? Granted,
that in the past, especially the last
war America fought, these political strategies you alluded to were
used. But do we have to keep up
this constant cat and dog aggravation? Are you trying to tell me
that there was no other prudent
way for the U.S. to act in this t
weapons testing controversy?

B: But do you honestly think the
Soviets would give up a working
anti-satellite system in the hopes
of forbidding the use of an untested system of ours?
S: In reality, of course not. But
who knows what could have happened if we had sat down before
we brought the wars to the heavens? If we had the summit before
the testing, it might have instilled
more trust in the Soviets toward
us as legitimate peace seekers.
But, now, we will never know that.
The bottom Hne is this: we must
learn to keep the lines of communication open and honest with the
Soviets. This is the best way to
avoid conflicts of interest now and
in the future.

Aids Scare:

Relax. It's Not That Bad.
by Neil Bisson
World Outlook Staff
AIDS paranoia has struck just
about every sector of American life
as we know it. Shockingly, last
week it struck the elementary level
in the New York City public school
system.
School officials estimated that
about 12,000 students and their
parents boycotted the first day of
school because the Board of Education allowed one young girl who
has contracted AIDS to attend the
public school. This decigion was
based on the opinions of doctors
who were treating the girl; the
physicians felt that the disease
would not be transmitted in a
classroom setting.
I guess the AIDS paranoia has
been hopelessly ingrained in the
minds of most Americans. Many
citizens, however ridiculous, feel
that they can acquire the disease
by being breathed on by an AIDS
inflected person. This, is not the
case. Health officials say overwhelming evidence indicates that
the disease has been Spread only
by intimate sexual contact or exchange of contaminated blood or
blood products. A recent survey of
average Americans found that half

of the people believed that the disease could be contracted simply by
drinking from the same glass that
an AIDS Victim had used. Approximately one-fourth of the people
felt that they could get AIDS from
a toilet seat.
American citizens should seek
out the facts on AIDS before they
draw- false conclusions and relay
their ignorant views to the public
in. the process of corrupting the
minds of young children. Thus, by
protesting the admittance of the
young girl with AIDS, the parents
transmitted their inhumane fears
to their children. Although they
were only trying to do what was
best for their children, they may
have negatively affected them. The
parents taught their children a lesson whose essense lies in ignorance.
Will the children grow up with
the impression that disabled or diseased people are bad? I hope the
children were at such a young age
that' they will not follow through
on the horrible lesson which they
were taught.
I understand the feelings of the
parents of the New York City elementary school students. I just
think that they protested in the
wrong way. They should never

have brought their own children
into the protest; they should have
organized a large assembly of parents to negotiate with the Board
of Education: Whereby, the problem could have been solved in humane manner without corrupting
the minds of young children.
I think that the protest by the
parents was unjustified. I could see
boycotting if the student was contagious, but many doctors have
said she is not (at least in the classroom setting). One's child would
probably have a greater chance of
catching AIDS in the surrounding
New York City environment than
from a classroom in school. The
parents of the students probably
never thought of the issue from
the point of view of the young
AIDS victim. Imagine how she
must feel having 12,000 plus people protest her admittance into
school. Lets be more human-like
people. Imagine if it was your kid,
how would you feel?
Overall, I feel that if the little
girl was highly contagious, then
the parents would have been justified enough to launch a protest.
Under the circumstances, however, the parents should not have
taken a stand on something that
they were totally ignorant on.
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Lack Of Humanity
by Hugh Morgan

tion.
Still, there was no change in
poilicy as the U.S. vetoed a bill in
the UN condemning South Africa
for its invasion of Angola. Only
now has the Administration
started to consider reprimanding
Pretoria, but even this seems to be
too little too late. The anti-American sentiment is ingrained within
the black movement of South Africa.

Of all the components that are
considered in making foreigh policy, one in particular has been consistently overlooked by the Reagan
administration: human rights. In
the last five years, the United
States has put much more emphasis on economics and anti-socialism
than they have on the quality of
In Nicaragua, the Reagan
life in foreign lands. Rather than
Administration has used the C.I.A.
consider what is beneficial to the
to carry out a covert war that is
people of country, the Aministrasimply not supported by the Amertion has acted upon the desires of
ican public. The rally cry for the
U.S. industry, or they have looked
conservative faction has been "Soat the situation only in the context
viet expansion", but it is the
of the Cold War. The result-is a
United States, not the U.S.S.R.,
growing dissatisfaction with the
that is being put on trial at the
involvement of the United States
World Court; it is the United
in the Third World.
States that is handing out primitive World War II handbooks.
The most obvious examples of
We cannot submit to these types
this are Nicaragua and South Afof tactics, for if we do, we no
rica. In Central America, we are
using the C.I. A. to depose the San- longer stand for democracy and
personal liberty; instead we repdinista regime while in South Afresent terrorist tactics and rightrica, the President has reluctantly
wing dictatorships. We must learn
decided to finally impoose sancto tolerate and perhaps even cotions that are, to say the least, a
operate with governments and.facweak statement of how repugnant
tions that label themselves as
we find the government of Pretosocialist. There can be no democria. Why we have stood by Botha
racy or individual liberties until we
and his government for so long
while making little effort to try to do.
negotiate a solution with the Nicaraguan goverment is a mystery.
Unfortunately, these are only
What makes the Administration's
two examples of how the United
actions even more disgraceful is
States no longer represents huthe fact that the Sandinista reman rights across the globe. Simigime's reputation as a representalar circumstances prevail in Chile,
tive government is much higher
the Philippines, Guatemala, Zaire
than that of South Africa.
' and elsewhere. Judging by the
President's remarks concerning
But the reasons that we have this
foreign policy (i.e., calling the rebfundamental contradiction in our
els in Nicaragua the moral equivapolicy is simple: we are looking out
lent to our founding fathers,
for economic interests concieved as
stating that there has been signifa Soviet threat. This can be seen
icant desegregation efforts in
as far back as 1981.
South Africa), there seems to be a
In May of '81, the State Departtremendous lack of understanding
ment released a statement showof Third World situations in the
ing that new channels of
White House.
communication and cooperation
would be made open to the South
Perhaps, the U.S. will escape the
African government if Pretoria
dangers of being drawn into a covagreed to take a strong stance in
ert war, but we will not excape the
fighting the Soviet influence in
fact that our reputation as the prosouthern Africa. This happenried,
tector of human rights is crum• not coincidentally, when Organi- bling. We have seen anti-American
zation of African Unity (consisting
sentiment in the Middle East, and
of all sub-Sahara countries with the
we should prepare ourselves to see
exception of South Africa) firmly
it in other parts of the world as
condemned the United States' acwell.
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RTS&ENTERTAINMENT
Rowan LeCompte Creates
New Windows for the Chapel
by Mary Sabatini

Renowned stained glass artist
Rowan LeCompte . returned to
Trinity College last week, fortythree years after he installed his
first stain glass window in the
Trinity Chapel. His present work
consists of two new windows in the
north porch of the chapel.
The new windows contain colored glass upon which the poetry
of George Herbert is painted in
black. The first poem, "Love," on
the west side, contains large pieces
of blue glass that depict the descent of love from heaven. Likewise, "Easter" is located on the
east side (where the sun rises) and
contains pieces of red glass that
appear to be rising- like flames.
LeCompte rates Herbert, a seventeenth century metaphysical poet,
very highly calling him "a saint and
a very good man." LeCompte retained the original spelling and
punctuation of the 1633 versions
of the poems. Furthermore, the
artist used design, color, and location to illustrate the concepts. For
example, the word "dust" was
painted on gray glass and "love"
on blue or red, the medieval symbol of love. Each window, thirtyeight inches high and eight inches
wide, contains more than 250
pieces of glass. LeCompte spent
three or four months creating the
; windows and approximately three
days installing them. Because of
the smalt size of the windows,

LeCompte installed them himself.
Without doubt, the windows are
beautiful works of art to be admired now and in the years to
come.
In 1942, at Age 17, LeCompte
made his first contribution to Trinity Chapel in connection with Trinity president Remsen Ogilhy. It
was a small lancet window above
the baptismal font. After"World
War II, LeCompte designed a
memorial to Ogilby, who died in
1943. He fondly remembers Ogilby
as "a-marvelous man".
Born in Baltimore in 1925, LeCompte developed an early interest in the arts. At age twelve he
thought of becoming a painter or
architect (like his uncle) and, at age
fourteen, he decided to devote his
life to the art of stained glass. He
attended Baltimore City College;
the Institute of Contemporary
Arts and the American University,
both in Washington, D.C.; Shrivenham American University, Wiltshire, England; and The New
School, New York. He also studied
privately under Ben Benn, a New
York painter. LeCompte then began an extensive study of ancient
and modern stained glass in
France, Britain, Italy, Spain, Germany, and Switzerland, as well as
a study of mosaic in Sicily, Greece,
and Istanbul. In 1939, without formal training, he began his work in
stained glass design and execution. After serving in the Corps of
Engineers of the U.S. Army from
1943-194S, LeCompte went on to
become a respected and famous
artist.
In addition to his contributions

photo by Mark Bridges

Rowan LcCompt, Stained Glass Artist
into the following steps: concepto the Trinity Chapel, LeCompte
tion (drawings on paper); painting
has designed stained glass winthe design at 'full-size, called a
dows for fifty American churches
"cartoon" ; selection of glass from
and schools. His best known works
handblown sheets of colored glass;
are the six mosaic murals and
cutting the precise size and shape_
thirty-five windows installed at
glass pieces to fit the paper patWashington Cathedral, the largest
tern; painting, done in black; firing
stained glass by one artist in that
at 1200 degrees F.; and assembuilding'. Furthurmore, LeCompte
bling the colored glass in metallic
has completed analytical reconarmature. The windows are, then
struction of historic windows for
installed. Indeed, the creation is a
the Walters Gallery in Baltimore,
very long and careful process.
the Metropolitan Museum of Art,
and the Corcoran Gallery in WashWhen asked about his favorite
ington, D.C.
works of art, LeCompte replied
that he had many, stating that
LeCompte believes that the art
"glorious things have been done in
of stained glass should be "beautithe Middle Ages and in modern
ful, human's, like jewels." The cretime." Studying such accomplishation of process is a detailed
ments has been one of the great
technique that can be categorized

Upcoming Cultural Events
Bushnell's Listings
The following is a listing of activities that will take place in the
month of October at the Bushnell.
Look in future issues of the TRIPOD for furthur listings in the
months to come.
On October 8, the Bushnell will
open its 85-86 season with the Boston Symphony Orchestra, conducted by Seiji Ozawa. Tickets for
the8 p.m. performance are priced
at $12.50 and $25.00.
The Bushnell Travel Series will
get underway on October 25-27
with "Lucky Australia" as presented by Ken Armstrong. Mr.
Armstrong, an avid adventurer,
will present this picture of life
"down under" at 8 p.m. on the
25th and 26th as well as at 2 p.m.
and 5 p.m. on the 27th. Tickets are
$3.00 and $4.75.
The Bushnell is presenting Joan
Mondale as part of its Morning
Lecture Club on October 24 at 11
a.m. The former First Lady will
speak on the subject "Art as the

Fingerprint of History". Tickets
are available at $10.00.
For additional information on
any of the above presentations, call
either the Subscription hotline at
527-8555 or the Bushnell box. office at 527-3123.

Harpsichord

AT REAL ART WAYS
Recital

Harpsichordist Audley Green
will be giving an informal recital
and discussion on the works of
Elizabeth Jacquet de la Guerre,
September 26, 1985, at 4:15 in the
The Hills Festival
Widner Gallery, The performance
is offered in conjunction with the
course, "Women in Western MuThe Woodbury Ski & Racquet
sic", which is taught by Trinity's
Area presents "Outdoor Rock in
Artist-in-Residerice, Linda Lauthe Hills Festival" on Sunday,
rent.
September 29. The festival will
The concert is to highlight the
feature Jorma Kaukonen and
works of de la Guerre; an obscure
There Goes the Neighbors Band as
French composer from the Bawell as New Riders of the: Purple
roque era. It is believed that the
Sage. The gates will be open from
September 26th concert will mark
11:00 a.m. until 6:00 p.m. and a
the first Trinity performance of de
rain date has been set for October
la Guerre.
6th. Advance tickets can be purAudley Green is coming to Trinchased at Woodbury Ski and Racity's campus as a resident of Hartquet and alt ticket outlets for
ford. She will perform the recital
$10.50 and at the gate the day of
on the college's "dowd" harpsithe performance for $13,00. For
cord.
:
furthur information, call the Ski &
The concert is open to all stuRacquet Club at 263-2203 or 263dents and faculty; there is no ad2213.
mission charge.

Do you have creative intelligence? Express it in the Arts Section.

Come to a meeting Tues. night, 7:30 p.m. Jackson basement.

thrills of his life. His favorite
stained glass piece is at the
Chartres Cathedral in Chartes,
France, fifty-five minutes from
Paris., He called this famous medieval work the "supreme experience". Of his own works,
LeCompte's favorite is the brillant
"West Rose" window he contributed in 1976 to the National Cathedral in Washington.
Rowan LeCompte is a cheerful
fascinating man who "loves Trinity" and believes that "to be here
is a great pleasure." ;Without
doubt, LeCompte is an accomplished artist, whose talent and enthusiasm can be seen in his
beautiful stained glass creations.

Sept. 20 - Nov. 1:

Nicaragua Media Protect and Katinka Mann:
Photographs from the New Directions series
Exhibition Opening Reception: 7:00-10:00 p.m.

Sept. 20:

Oct. 2:

Zoltan Jeney: Arts Dialogue Series at Hartt School of
Music: 5:00-6:30 p.m.

Oct. 4:

JimStaley: Concert at RAW: 8:30 p.m.

Oct. 5:

Stuart Smith; Concert at RAW: 8:30 p.m.

Oct. 7-11:

"Televisions" (1981) Wichler, DeWitt, Sorenson: Video at RAW:
10:00 am.-5:00 p.m.

Oct. 14-18:

"In the Eye of the Planet" (1983) Rita Myers: Video at RAW:
i 0:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m.

Oct. 16:

Paul.Dresher: Arts Dialogue Series at Hartt School of Music:'
5:00-6:30 p.m.

Oct. 21-25:

"It Starts at Home" (1982) Michael Smith: Video at RAW:
10:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m.

Oct. 23;

..

Marina LaPalma: Arts Dialogue Series at Hartt School
of Music: 5:00-6:30 p.m.

Oct. 25:

Marina LaPalma Concert al RAW: 8:30 p.m.

Oct. 26:

Halloween Celebrity Party at RAW: 8:00 p.m. - 1:30 a.m.

Oct. 27-31

Earle Brown Residency

Oct. 2 8 - Nov. 1:

"The Big Wrench" (1975) Chris Burden: Video at RAW:
10:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m.

Oct. 30:

Earle Brown: Arts Dialogue Series al Hartt School ol Music:
5:00-6:30 p.m.

Oct. 31:

Earle Brown Concert at Hartl School of Music: 8:00 p.m.
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RTS&ENTERTAINMENT
Making Music: The Chamber
Players at Trinity Play in Hamlin Hall
by Ginny Thompson

The Chamber Players at Trinity,
CPT, will be making their first
performance of the year this Sunday, September 29, 1985, at 3 pm
in the Hamlin Hall. The CPT, now
in its second season, hopes to offer
another link between Trinity College and the Hartford area, and to
provide an opportunity for up-coming artists to apprentice themselves to these proffesional
performers. Throughout their series of concerts at Trinity, various
guest artists will perform with the
CPT. Guest artists for the evening
are: Sandra Gerster, oboe; Robert
Hoyle, horn; Stanley Hummel,
piano; Mary-Lou Rylands, cello;
and Greig Shearer, flute.
The CPT is composed of three
musicians: cellist, Julie Charland,

violinist, Cynthia Treggor, and pianist, Linda Laurent. Ms. Laurent
is the Music Department's Artistin-Residence and the founder of
CPT. Among the seven musicians
joining CPT for this concert is
Stanley Hummel, previously having performed with Linda Laurent
in two Trinity piano recitals.
The afternoon performance on
September 2i), 1985. will highlight
works by the husband and wife
composers, Clara and Franz Schumann, as well as the French composer, Saint-Saens. The CPT is
especially proud to open their program with Piano Trio in G Minor,
a piece by Clara Schumann, because of her relative anonymity to
the general music audiences.
The second piece by Saint-Saens
is a lively Danish and Russian folk
tune, Caprice sur des Airs Danois
et Russes, Op 79. Stanley Hummel
will accompany the four woodwind

players on the piano. The selection
by Franz Schumann, Andante and
Variations for two Pianos, Two
Cellos, and Horn, is noteworthy
because of the highly unusual combination of instruments. (It calls
for two pianos, two cellos, and a
horn.)
A return to the work of SaintSaens, Variations on a Theme by
Beethoven, for two pianos, is an
elaboration on the theme of a particular Beethoven sonata. This
piece will be performed on two pianos by Hummel and Laurent.
This is a Performance Pass event
for all students and faculty members. The concert is open to the
public: Single seats are $6.00, Students and Senior Citizens are
$3.00. A subscription is available
for the series of four concerts at
$20.00. For tickets and further information, call the Austin Arts
Center Box Office at 527-8062.

CPT: Linda Laurent, Julie Charland, Cynthia Treggor

courtesy AAC

R.E.M.'s Growing Up
by Ned Watts

R.E.M. is a very popular band
on this campus. Songs from their
first two albums, "Murmur" and
"Reckoning" have long been staples on quality party tapes, and deservedly so. Michael Stipe's
seductively, strange vocals weave
around imaginitive guitar playing
set to a steady beat or to the sensitive How of a ballad. The use of
conventional rock themes, such as
relationships and politics, has made
R.E.M. the best of the "new"
bands. A walk down the LongWalk is often plei^santly accompanied by one of their songs coming out of a window.
This will not be the fate of the
songs from their third album. "Fables of the Reconstruction" marks
an abrupt departure from their

IKUiaa

previous style. Gone are the moaning vocals1 and the steady dance
beat. Gone are the sentimental ballads like "Camera" or "Perfect
Circle." Gone are the songs about
love and injustice.
Instead, this album is full of
songs without steady rhythms,
conventional subjects, or practiced
genres. In their place is an aspiration towards more serious themes
and the expanding of the parameters of popular music. There is a
unified theme in this album that
gives it a consistency not often
found in rock.
With this consistency comes a
coherence that makes this album a
success._ This coherence is based
on the normal twentieth century
artistic ideas of general decay and
"active passivity".
'.
Decay is never far off anywhere
in this album, From the opening
track which bemoans the endless
transitory nature of the world, de-

spair is eminant. It is, expanded •
upon in the areas of the loss of
virtue in our society, "Maps and
Legends," and respect for propriety on any number of tracks.
R.E.M. takes us put of this despair
by giving Voltaire's old advice:
Tend your own 'garden. The group
advises us to "Follow the maps and
know the roads," "Whistle as the
wind blows," and to "Take a
break." Simple as that. Escape the
despair of the "Fields of wheat
that are looking thin," by paying
attention to the task at hand.
But does this make for a good
album? Yes, in the sense that it
succeeds in its endeavor. No, in
the sense that it is possible that
rock music is an inappropriate medium for serious ideas such as
. these. In any event, "Fables of the
Reconstruction" is an interesting
piece of music that marks the maturation of one of the premier
bands around these days.

..ON THE QUAD
BLOOM COUNTY

DESSERT IN
THE
DARK
DESSERT BY MUSIC & CANDLELIGHT
OH THE ©HAD
Friday, Sept'27th--'

8-1O-.3O

Sponsored by the Quad RC/A's

Berk© Breathed
im, erne WINTER..
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by Judy Sanford and Sue Curly
News Staff
The intriguing phenomenon of
twins occurs approximately one
out of every eighty-six births.
Knowing this, it is not surprising
that Trinity College should be the
home of at least six sets of twins
and four solo twins. Four of these
sets alone make up part of the
freshman class while the Junior
and Senior class have one set each
Twins receive a lot of attention
for obvious reasons. The Tripod
was able to interview three sets of
identical twins from the Freshman
class: Ben and Mike Kotch from
Ridgefield, CT; Jim and Don Storey from Mt. Sinai, NY; and Jon
and Chris Leary from Bristol, CT.
Others that we interviewed were
Juniors Chris and Dave Smith from
Scarborough, Ontario and solo
twins Amy Folta from Holyoke,
MA., and Kendra Wilson from
London, England. The other twins

Jon and Chris Leary

were unavailable for interviews at
that time
The interviews yielded various
responses on typical 'twin' questions. When asked why they decided to attend the same school,
the Kotches, Smiths and Storeys
said that things just happened to
work out that way. For the Learys
it was a concious decision, for it
would make things easier for their
family financially.To avoid competing with each other, Amy Folta
and her twin made a concious decision not to come together. They
wanted to have their own circle of
friends as well.
The twins that came together are
glad they did so, and have gotten
along well so far. Amy Folta has
found, that being away from her
twin has been successful. All twins
agreed that it was interesting to
have other twins around on campus.
As far as being best friends or
just siblings, the Storeys, Learys
and Amy Folta agreed they were
each other's best friends. But the

Kotches and Smiths consider each
other just as brothers. Of all the
twins, the Learys are the only ones
who actually live together on campus. The other twins wanted their
own places in order to meet different people and because living together may be viewed negatibely
by others. Like all brothers and
sisters, the twins have varying degrees of closeness.
Just as one can not assume that
everyone's brother or sister is their
best friend, neither could one assume twins to be best friends. The
Learys have found that they meet
just as many people as they would
singly, even though they stay together most of the time. The other
twins see each other just for a
short time each day.
Many of the twins do or have
done the same activities together.
The Kotches both are musicians
hoping to start a band on campus
with their contribution being guitar and drums. The Smiths play
lacrosse together and find they
work well as a team due to a subtle
sixth sense they share. The Storeys play tennis together, sometimes as doubles, and both sing in
the Concert Choir here. The
Learys play soccer together. Amy
and her twin used to play fieldhockey and tennis, had the same
subjects in school and were involved in the same clubs.
A problem that twins share is
answering to their sibling's name.
They are used to turning around
for one of two names. If they do
not answer, the Smiths found that
"they ran the risk of being called
a snob." It is for tljis reason that
Chris and Dave took the precaution of learning to recognize each
other's teachers in high school.
However, none of the interviewees
got especially upset at being mixed
up - as long as people "made an
effort to tell them apart."
Most of the twins, even those
who are not best friends, tend to
hang around with the same people.
They stress that is due more to the
fact that they like the same people,
and have the same taste and values rather than to any special planning on their part. Since twins are
often interested in the same activities, people tend to think if you
know one you know the other. That
apparently is one of the worst
parts of being a twin.
None of the twins minded being
a twin, but they seemed to resent
the way people packaged them.
Ever since they were little, when
many were made to dress alike,

Photo by Meryl Levin

Staff Writer
Robin Silver is and has been a
very instrumental figure on the
Trinity campus. For the past two
years she has been an RA in both
Stowe and Cook; This year her responsibilities have .heightened to
that of a Program Coordinator.
In this position, her main concern is to make sure the RCs and
RAs plan balanced.programs. She
has required, this year, that their
nine unit events must fulfill the
following requirements. They must
contain social, educational, cultural, recreational, developmental
and social action.
She hopes this will foster creative programs in which the students can be exposed to different

types of events. These requirements, in addition to dorm study
breaks, will promote unity and
friendships within the dorm. Ea.ch
hall has its own personality, and
her object is to bring that out.
In addition, she has started a
newsletter called "FAS Forward." It informs faculty of what
the RAs are doing. Its aim is to
help faculty become more instrumental in students' lives.
She has also set up the "PAL"
system. This is a PA liason system
in which there is close contact and
communication between the PAs
and RAs. It is also designed to help
the RAs be better program coordinators.
Outside of the RA program, her
interests are very diverse. She is a
mechanical engineering major in
conjunction with a computer coor-

the twins have all been "thought
of as a set". If one was invited to
a party the other was also invited.
Dave and Chris remarked that
people think it must be great to be
a twin "because you get all that
attention"; but they personally
thought that "it was the wrong
kind of attention." However, the
freshman twins utilized that attention to make new friends. The interviewees all appeared to be
confident of their individuality but
wished more people thought of
them as individuals.
In spite of drawbacks, being a
twin has definite advantages. Besides playing various sports better
together, haying a' twin is "having
someone to trust". Some twins feel
comfortable in discussing problems with their twin. Most twins
felt that they react similarly to
various situations, and that they
understood each other very well.
Regardless of the reasons, it seems
as though having a twin can be a
great security.

Chris and Dave Smith

Student Profile
by Cynthia Dokas

Ben and Mike Kotch

dinate. Her hope is to become a
consulting engineer.
In this way, she can combine her
managerial and personal skills,
which she has developed in the RA
program, with her engineering
background.
Robin has been a member of the
"Pipes" for one and a half years.
She was also a member of Woman's Rugby. She has been active in
the Hartford Jewish Community,
teaching Hebrew music, and she
has "a challenging internship with
Pratt Whitney.
As she graduates Trinity with
the class of 86', she feels that being
in the RA program has taught her
self confidence, personability with
others, and greater efficiency.
These are all qualities which will
aid her both in the business world
and in everyday life.

Photo by Meryl Levin

All the twins agreed they are
sick of being asked twin questions,
although "it is a good start to a
converstion."

Amy holta

Photo by Meryl Levin

Photo by Meryl Levin
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ORE SPORTS
Water Polo Drowns Bowdoin
And Is Now Undefeated
by Thomas. Chapman

The Trinity water polo team
opened its season this week with
three outstanding victories over
the Coast Guard, Bridgewater, and
Bowdoin.
The first game of the season was
against Coast Guard on Wednesday and Trinity won by an impressive 12-ti. The overall play of the
team was good but, because this
game was its first, the team tended
to be unsure at the beginning of
the game. By the end of the game,
however, the team was playing
much more smoothly. Because the
members of the Coast Guard team
were faster swimmers, the Trinity
team did not get a chance to set
up their offensive plays as fast as
they would have liked to, however.

In the Bridgewater game on Saturday, Trinity clearly dominated,
winning the game by 18-10. The
Trinity team was at an advantage
in this game because the Bridgewater players were weak swimmers and the overall Bridgewater
defense was poor. The Bridgewater team also seemed to be unsure
of the game itself. The Trinity
team was unable to initiate some
of its key plays because they had
to slow down and play at the level
of the Bridgewater team. Key
Trinity scorers in this game were
Nick Clifford, with eight goals, and
Roberto Sifuentes, with six goals.
Other scorers for Trinity were Tim
Anderson and Barbara Brennan.
In the Bowdoin game, also on
Saturday, Trinity dominated but
not with such a clear advantage as
it had over the Bridgewater team.
The Bowdoin swimmers were

faster than the Bridgewater team,
allowing Trinity to set up its plays
more often and to "play the fouls".
Still, the Bantams hail a better grip
on the game itself. At the half,
Trinity was leading 5-0 and, going
into the last quarter, Trinity was
still leading by 9-1. In the last
quarter of the game, the Bowdoin
captain, who had been playing
goalie, moved out to play in the
field, allowing Bowdoin to gain
some needed offensive punch.
Bowdoin gained four points in the
last quarter, ending the game with
five to Trinity's 11.
The Trinity team was unsure at
the beginning of the season about
how well the team would play due
to the lack of playing experience
of some team members. Now, with
three victories behind them, the
team is optimistic about the future.

Tennis Beats Conn College
Women's soccer has been unable to score.

photo by Tara Tracey

Women's Soccer Blanked
For The Third Time
by Brian Rowe

Staff Writer
The Trinity women's soccer team
has been seeing too many zeros
lately — on their side of the scoreboard that is. On Saturday, the
Lady Bants were blanked in a low
scoring- 3-0 affair against League
foe Arnherst.
Saturday's loss brings the team's
record to an unassuming 0-3 mark.
A few days earlier the Bantams
put up a strong defensive fight
against an undefeated Yale team.
Played Wednesday on Trinity's
field, the Bants had the ball in Yale
territory for much of the early
going.
But a foreboding injury to Ceronne Berkley hindered Trinity's
offensive attack severely midway
through the first half. With just 10
minutes elapsed in the first period,
freshman goalie Tara Lynch was
caught a little out of position and
Yale's Elizabeth Swisher managed
to chip in a shot from the right
wing for the game's first score.
In what became a defensive
struggle, the two teams then
played 40 minutes of scoreless soc-

cer until Kathryn Muchlinski broke
the ice with 36 minutes left in the
game with a score for Yale. From
then on, no goals were scored and
Kim Carey, brought in to her familiar role as goalkeeper at the
half, recorded ten saves in a strong
effort.
But the bottom line once again
for the Bantams was the shots-ongoal category, in which Yale dou:
bled Trinity 25-12. A strategy
change to look for in the future
could be the switch of left wing
Gina Cappalletti to the center forward position. Many times in the
Bantams' current offensive set the
ball will be centered nicely but not
converted into a scoring opportunity. Cappalletti, an experienced
offensive player, could become a
consistent scoring threat if given
more chances to shoot. But Berkley, Layne Pomerleau and Betsy
Karetnick have shown flashes of
brilliance, so coach Karen Erlandson may wait for this young offense to gell before making a lineup
change.
Today, the team travels to rival
Wesleyan in a League contest and
then plays at Curry to finish out
the three game road trip.

by Chris Dickinson
Senior Sports Staff

The Trinity College women's
tennis team experienced a mild
setback on Saturday when it was
overpowered by Tufts, 2-7. The
week started out very well with an
8-1 win over Connecticut College,
which furthi'ivd hopes for an even
better season than last year. But
then came Tufts, the Lady Bants'
arch rivals.
The home team is allowed to determine the format of play and
Tufts used its homecourt advantage to the fullest. Taking advantage of its deep varsity roster,
Tufts declared that no player could
double up and play both sinlges and
doubles matches. This frustrated

the smaller Trinity team to no end,
but, as captain Claire Slaughter
noted, "at the New Englands,
there is no homecourt advantage
and we will be able to repeat and
get revenge."
The Tufts loss really was a tough
one considering Trinity had to use
four J.V. players to fill the remaining doubles positions and one to fill
the number five singles spot, Lauren Lovett shouM also be back in
form when Trinity next meets
Tufts, as she sprained her ankle in
the second set of her match, losing
3-6,2-6.
Slaughter won her number one
singles match 6-4, 0-6, 7-5. The
other Trinity victory was turned in
by the number two doubles team
of Chris Pastore and Priscilla
Payne, who won their match 6-2,
6-4.

W»Cross Country Wins Big
byGailWehrli

At 7:45 on Saturday morning,
the women's cross-country team
gathered at Mather for a tense,
pre-meet breakfast. In a few hours,
the team would be opening the season with an away meet against
Connecticut College.
Later that day, however, the
Bants could enjoy a victory dinner
after beating Connecticut College
37-20 in the season opener.
The members of the team had
been previously training for three
weeks with distance, hill (Vernon
Street), and interval workouts.
Upon arriving at Conn College the
women ran a warmup around the
course. The course consisted of

many hills, a few stairs, and even
jumping a creek. By the time the
race started the sun was beating
down, but luckily most of the
course was shaded by a forest. The
team performed well, placing five
runners in the top six.
Ripley Grepp from Conn College
won the race in 21:01, but captain
Alex Steinert was not far behind
(21:34) and anticipates beating her
in future meets. Placing third
through sixth respectively were
Gail Wehrli, Meredith Lynch, Jen
Elwelt, and Sue Klinz. Newcomers
Laura Vozzella and Andrea Nici
had great showings, placing 14th ,
through 19th respectively. Veterans Wendy Pillsbury, Dorothy'
Sales, Hillary Pazzano, Shana
Pyun, and Aileen Doherty proved
themselves to be as strong as last

Volleyball Starts
by Jennifer Ducar

Ted Shannon converts a Tighe pass info a T D . photo by John Shiffmah

If everything works out later in
the season, the odds will be greatly
shifted towards Trinity's favor
when the New Englands roll
around and Trinity will be able to
play whomever it wants. Trin will
also have the revenge motive
working in its favor.
There was a positive note in the
loss to Tufts. Slaughter broke a
school record for singles victories
in a career, which was held since
1979 by Wendy Jennings. Coming
into' the Tufts match, Slaughter
had a record of 35-3 and had tied
Jennings' record for wins at 35.
Winning the match, she now holds
the record at 36, with a big chunk
of the season left to play.
Trinity, which is now 3-1, will
play in the State Tournament on
September 27th and 28th.

The Trinity women's varsity volleyball team is very optimistic
about the fall season. Volleyball,
until this year, was a club sport as
opposed to a varsity sport. Being
a new varsity team will entail much
hard work for the Bantams, although as a club the team did play
other varsity teams.
The team, coached by Mary Eckerson, has already played one preseason tournament at Connecticut
College where they were victo-

rious over Williams and beaten by
Conn College and Amherst. Last
Thursday, they faced Wesleyan
and Yale at Wesleyan. There they
beat Westeyan but lost to the Bulldogs. Next Saturday, the team has
an away game at 11:00am at Amherst.
The team is captained by senior
Sis Van Cleve and consists of two
juniors, ten sophomores, and two
freshmen. The team, appears to
have a considerable amount of experience and looks even stronger
than last year's squad, when they
finished with a record, including
non-conference games, of 7-6.

year. They placed tenth, 11th,
12th, 13th, and 17th respectively.
Coach Alex Magoun was very
pleased with the way the women
stayed together giving each other
support.
Veteran Ann Malabre was unable to compete but her dog, Lizzie,
was on hand to provide some yelps
of cheer. Freshman Carol Blejwas
was also unable to compete due to
a persistent museie pull.
Both Malabre and Blejwas were
missed, but are expected to be back
in the swing of things soon.
As each runner rounded the final
bend before the straight-a-way she
kicked hard to finish the race as
strongly as she had started. The
Bantams hope to continue to demonstrate that kind of enthusiasm
on Friday, at the Amherst Invitational.
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NFL Should Adopt
Instant Replay
For those football fans who stay glued to the T.V. set every Sunday,
watching both the games and the highlights, think back to September
15th, two Sundays ago, and recall, if you can, the highlights from the
Washington Redskins-Houston Oilers contest. One particular play should
stand out, especially if you're an Oilers fan, although I have yet to ever
actually meet a Houston Oilers fan. The play I'm referring to was a
controversial judgement call by an official, which took a game-winning
touchdown away from Houston,- as if the Skins need any more help.
The play should rekindle arguments for the implementation of instant
replays to aid officials and also for the changing of an NFL rule. For those
of you who are not familiar with the play in question, let me elaborate.
Houston's trailing 16-13 late in the fourth quarter. Oiler quarterback
Warren Moon directs a drive downfield and hurls an apparent touchdown
to a sprawling Drew Hill in the corner of the endzone; There is only one
problem, however. The official ruled that Hill had only one foot in bounds
when he had possession of the football, a no-no according to NFL rules,
which require two feet in bounds for a legal reception.
An instant replay revealed without question that Hill had both feet in
bounds and that a touchdown should've been awarded. It wasn't even
close. Houston lost 16-13. The Oilers were robbed.
Later that week, Art McNally, the supervisor of officials, determined
through video replays that Hill's catch and Oiler Steve Brown's interception return should have both counted as touchdowns. That's nice. But
what good does that do the Oilers now? None. If an instant replay system
had been in effect this season, the calls eould've been corrected oh the
spot.
The Hill play in particular points up two inadequacies with the NFL
rulebook. First, why not make one foot in bounds a legal catch? College
football employs this rule with much success. It makes sense anyway. If
you have one foot in bounds and one foot out, you're just as much in

Sports View
Siliiiiii
bounds as you are out, so why not give the receiver the benefit of the
doubt. This rule would make things easier for the refs as well, facilitating
sideline calls and eliminating a lot of controversy.
Point number two: why not institute some sort of an instant replay
check on close possession calls. The United States Football League used
the instant replay this past season and was none the worse for it. Each
team's coach was allowed to call for one check of the instant replay per
game. An official would throw a red flag to signify that one of the coaches
was requesting an instant replay. The ref would then study it and make a
decision — if the call was obviously wrong, it would be corrected; if it was
still unclear, the play would stand and the team protesting would lose a
timeout.
•
A similar rule should be implemented in the NFL. The technology is,
certainly available, so why not make use of it. Again, if the camera angle
proved dubious, the play would stand.
Many people argue that the human aspect of officiating should not be
tampered with. This is a cop-out. Officials are there to ensure that the
proper calls are made. If, in a rare instance, they are wrong, a mechanism
should be available to correct their mistakes.
I have long maintained that the NFL is the best run and most successful
organization in the history of mankind. But there's room for improvement.
Changing the legal catch rule to one foot in bounds would facilitate calls
for the officials and make the game more exciting for the fans. And,
instituting some sort of an instant replay system on possession calls would
ensure that justice and the American Way would prevail. Certainly, the
NFL, the most holy of American institutions, would want to see that
happen, wouldn't it?
.
•

Quarterback Danny Tighe eludes the Bowdoin rush.

The women's field hockey squad
split its games this week, beating
Fairfield by one goal and then losing to Tufts by a one-goal margin.

Mike Doetsch set a new record for return yardage. Phot° by Shiftman

Men's CrossCountry
by Stephen Balon
Staff Writer
The men's cross-country team
suffered a heartbreaking defeat at
Connecticut College last Saturday.
The Bants lost by only one point,
27-28, but better luck would have
made the Bants victorious. The
outside temperature was the most
notable handicap, as the sunny five
mile course seemed much longer in
the 80 degree heat.
Senior co-Captain Brian Oakley
won the race with a time of 29-19
and called the race "encouraging".
Oakley bested three Conn College
runners who had consistantly
beaten him the three times they
met last season.
"It was a good race, considering..'.," commented junior co-Captain Paul Deslandes in reference to
several Bantam injuries.
Deslandes ran well across the
woody course, which he trained on
for much of the summer, finishing
second for the team and fourth
overall.
The Bantams were hindered by
injuries to sophomore Craig Gemmell and freshman Dave Gifford.
With these two top-six runners
healthy, the outcome of the meet
would have changed considerably.
Freshman Sam Adams ran an
impressive race, in his first college

meet, lie ran third for the team
jind sixth overall.
"I had a little trouble adjusting
to the longer race (from three to
five mites), but I managed. After
three miles, my legs were really
tired though," noted Adams.
Also running in his first college
cross-country meet was sophomore Matt Donahue, who was the
team's fifth man.
The scoring was rounded out by
junior Steve Balonf who scored for
T r i n i t y in h i s f i r s t v a r s i t y c o m p e tition, a s fourth m a n , e i g h t h overa l l ; — •••
'••• ••• -• • • ' ' .v
•'•••• • ••

Coach Alex Magoun was not displeased with the meet. It was "surprisingly close," said Magoun.
"When it really should not have
been."
Magoun was pleased that the/
team fared as well as it did, considering the key injuries to. Gemmel
and Gifford, the hot weather, and
the first-race jitters.
The Lady Bants did manage to
win their meet, so the day was not
a total loss for the cross-country
team.
The Bantafns will be competing
in the men-only Connecticut State
Meet next Saturday at Central
Connecticut against some tough
Division I and II competition. The
•meet will be a good test of the Bantams' ability and, hopefully, the
team's misfortunes will be reversed by then.

The Bantams are now 1-2 on the
year.
On Wednesday, the Bantams
outlasted a game effort by Fairfield to win 3-2. Senior Ginny Biggar and sophomores Jen Brewster
and Bllie Pierce drove the ball into
the goal to record scores for Trinity.
Saturday was another disappointing loss for the Rantams. Rival Tufts played a strong first half
and went ahead 4-1. The Trinity
goal was credited to Elise Boelhouwer although it was the Jumbo
goalie who pushed the ball into the
cage.
In the second half, Trinity put
on a more organized appearance,
only to lose anyway, 5-4.
The Bants take on Mt. Holyoke,
with the J.V., on September 26th
and continue their road trip with a
game against Southern Connecticut on September 28th.

Football's
Boxscore
Trinity, 45-29
Fifst downs
Rushes-yards
Passing Yardage
fumbl«s-Lost
Penalties-Yards

Bowdoln
22
42233
139
44
2-20

Bo*doln ( 0 1 )
Trinity (1-0)

Trinity
24
50-147
310
1-1
10101

7 0 0 22—29
7 7 tl 10—45

Ant Quarter .
T—™ch N»(y 4 pass from DanTlghe (Mark
Mignone hick I
B — Gre8a Bohannon 9 run (Edwin
McGowan kick')
Second Quart*'
T r— Mike Dpetsch 53 punt return (Mignone
kick)

Third Quarter

T — Ted Shannon 16 pass-from Tighe' (Mignone kick)
T — Doetsch 30 piss Irom Tighe (Mignone
kick)
T — Nagy 26 pass from Tighe' (Mignone
kick)
Fourth Quarter
T — Mignone 23 FG
B — Gregory Norman 6 pass from Joseph
Kelly (McGowan kick)
B — Christopher Fitz 58 yard interception
return (McGowan'kick) •
T - T Tighe 7 run (Mignone kick)
B — flohannon 1 run (Ryan Stalford run)
INDIVIDUAL STATISTICS
RUSHING—Trinty, John Calcaterra, 17-70;
Steve Okun, 9-31; Wall/ Wrotwl, 8-20; Bowdoin, Gregory Smith, 7-75, Gregg Bohannon, 13-62; Richard Fennell, 5-40; Stuart
Gerow, 8-34.
PASSING—Trinity, Dan Tighe, 23-33-3104; Bowdoln, Richard Fennell. 5-9-46-O; Joseph Kelly, 6-13-68-1.
RECEIVING—Trinity, Mike Qoetsch, 8-85-1;
Richard Nagy, 3-38-2; Ted Shannon 3-71-1;
Bowdoin, Bradford Cushman, 5-51; Mark
Marwede, 3-50; Gregory Norman, 1-6-1.

photo by John Shiftman

Defensive coach Jim Foster does his John Madden act.
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Offense Explodes
continued from page 20.
"We had been running a lot of
screens to the fullback," said
Shannon. "This time, we made it
look like a screen to the right, and
I was 10 yards downfield from
Steve Okun, the fullback. The guy
on rne just sucked onto what ho
thought was a screen, and he left
me wide open in the end zone."
If Doetsch's punt return broke
Bovvdoin's back, Shannon's touchdown sealed.the coffin. The Polar
Bears coughed up the ball on both
of their next two possessions and
the Bants scored all four times
they touched the ball in the
quarter, building up a 38-7 lead.
Understandably, Trinity lost some
interest as Bowdoin scored 22
points in the final frame.
"We were dragging a .little bit
because we had scuh a big lead, but
we picked it up at the end," said
junior cornerback Mike Dolan. "I
thought we played well as a team
on defense."
Safety Kevin Smith added, "we
did a good job today-we stopped
them when we had to. I think that
the heat was a big factor in our
letdown, but next week you're
going to see a much better defense
for four quarters."
"the defense played very well
for three quarters," noted defensive coordinator Jim Foster. "The
guys in the middle are improving,
and our defensive line is as good
as any we'll see this year, bar
none."
But it was the offense which
stole the show. With five athletes
such Okun, Nagy, Shannon, Calcaterra, and Wally Wrobel vying
for three postions on the field,
Miller has opted to rotate his
backs, keeping them all fresh and
• in the action. Junior tight end Rod
Boggs (3 catches for 41 yards) had
an outstanding game and Doetsch

(8 for 85, 1 TD) is a given.
When asked about his performance, the modest Tighe passed on
the credit. "I give all the credit to
the line and. to the receivers and
the backs. They made some great
adjustments to the ball."
The offensive line, widely criticized last year, was excellent. It
opened holes for the backs and
gave Tighe all the time he needed.
"Last week, in the Middlebury
scrimmage, it just seemed like we
were always one blaock away,"
said senior
guard
George
VanderZwaag. "But today it just
came together. It's always good to
see the offense move like it did
today."
And did it ever-move. With 457
yards of offense, plus another 153
oii special teams, the Bantams exhibited the kind of offensive capabilities most people thought had
left town with Air Shield. Now it's
Air Tighe, and when the defense
puts it all together, the Bantams
will be almost impossible to stop.
Football Notes: Doetsch's four
punt returns for 129 yards broke a
Trinity record for punt return yardage in a game which had stood
for over half a century. His reaction, "That's not my record, that's
an 11-man record. I just had the
ball."...Kicker Mignone had a
great day, converting on all six of
his extra points, as well as his one .
field goal attempt, a 23 yarder. His
nine points were just two short of
the single-game record for a
kicker, held by Chris Caskin...This
Saturday, the Bants travel to
Maine to take on the Bates Bobcats, a team they defeated lust
year, 55-21...On Saturday, the Cats
lost to Amherst, last year's NJ3SCAC champs, 21-10.

:

-3r

j^-ih

Running back Rich Nagy squirms for extra yardage.

photo by Mark Bridges

Ferris Workers Wanted
. Lifeguards Needed: Noontime
(12:00-1:00) Monday - Friday (work
study)
Student Recreation - Saturday
(12:00-6:00 p.m.) (work study)
Women's Equipment Room needs
help to issue locks and towels,
laundry, etc. Hours are flexible
(work study)
Research Assistant needed to put
information from Sports Information Cards onto computer. Hours
are flexible (work study)
Please see Janet Willard, Ferris
Athletic Center

Sports Scoreboard
Follow Trinity Sports This Fall, Home and Away
RESULTS:
Football — 45, Bowdoin — 29
Water Polo — beat Coast Guard, Bridgewater,
oowaoin
g
W — Sopcpr -^— 0 Amhp r s j

Field Hockey — 4, Tufts — 5.
FALL SPORTS SCHEDULE - 1985

•

UHARTFORO
BOWDOIN
COAST GUARD

3:30 HOME
2:00 HOME
11:00 HOME

BOWDOIN
AMHERST
Nichols
YALE

2:00
11:00
3:30
3:00

Tufts w/J.V.
Tufts w/J.V.
Conn. College
Men & Women
TRINITY
FIVE-MAN
21- 22 Water Polo
TOURNAMENT
Women's Varsity Soccer Wesleyan
24
Woman's Varsltv *
26
FiAlri Wnrkpv
Mt. Holyoke w/J.V.
27-28 Women's Varsity Tennis State Tournament
UMass Tournament
27-9R Water Pnln
Amherst Invitational
Varsity Cross Country
27
Women
28
Men's Varsity Football Bates

Women's Varsity
Volleyball
Women's Varsity
Field Hockey
Women's Varsity Soccer
Men's Varsity Soccer
Women's Varsity Soccer
Women's Varsity Tennis
J.V. Football

28
28
30
30
30

M — Soccer — 0, M.I.T.
o
M — Cross Country — 27, Conn. College - 2 8 .
W — Cross Country — 37, Conn. College - 2 0 .

Falrfield
Conn. Collegew/J.V.
Wesleyan and Yale
at Wesleyan
COAST GUARD
BOWDOIN
Amherst
M.I.T.

Varsity Cross Country

28
28

W — Tennis — 2, Tufts — 7.

SEPTEMBER ~
Women's Varsity Tennis
10
Women's Varsity Soccer
14
14
Men's Varsity Soccer
14
Women's Varsity
Field Hockey
14
Women's Varsity Tennis
18
Men's Varsity Soccer
Women's Varsity Soccer
18
18
Women's Varsity
Field Hockey
18
Women's Varsity Tennis
• Women's Varsity
Voile ytjall
20
Water Polo
21
Men's Varsity Football
21
Women's Varsity Soccer
Men's Varsity Soccer
21
21
Women's Varsity
Field Hockey
21
Women's Varsity Tennis
21
Varsily Crass Country

28

'

HOME
HOME
Away
HOME

OCTOBER
2
Men's Varsity Soccer
2
Women's Varsity
Field Hockey
3
Women's Varsity
Volleyball'
3
Women's Varsity Tennis
5
' Men's Varsity Football
5
Men's Varsity Soccer
5
Women's Varsily
Field Hockey
5
Women's Varsity
Volleyball
5
Women's Varsity Tennis
5
5
5
5-6
7
9

3:30 Away
3:00 Away 7.00 Away
HOME
1:30 HOME
11:00 Away
2:00 Away

10
10
10
12
12
12

2:00 Away
11:30 Away
11:00 Away

12
HOME
3:00 Away
3:00 Away
Away
Away
3:00 Away
1:30 Away

'

12
12
12
14
15
15
15

Conn. Intercollegiates
Men

15
Away

Amherst

11:00 Away

Southern Connecticut
Curry
W.P.I.
WESTFIELD STATE
Central Connecticut
W.P.I.

1:00
10:30
10:30
3:00
3:00
3:30

16
17

Away
Away
Away
HOME
Away
HOME

.
AMHERST w/J.V.
Albertus Magnus & Briarwood at Albertus Magnus
SMITH w/J, V.
WILLIAMS (Parents Day)
WILLIAMS (Parents Day)
WILLIAMS (Parents Day)

WILLIAMS (Parents Day)
WILLIAMS w/J.V.
(Parents Day)
Women's Varsity Soccer WILLIAMS (Parents Day)
Varsity Cross Country
WILLIAMS /UHARTFORD
Men & Women
Water Polo
ALUMNI (Parents Day)
Water Polo
League Tournament
J.V. Football
WILLIAMS
Women's Varsity
HARTFORD COLLEGE
Volleyball
FOR WOMEN
Women's Varsity
Field Hockey
SMITH w/J.V.
Women's Varsity Soccer 5MIFH
Women's Varsity Tennis uconn
Men's Varsity Football Tufts
Men's Varsity Soccer
Tufts
NESCAC at Williams
Varsity Cross Country
Men & Women
Women's Varsity
Field Hockey
Conn. College w/J.V.
Women's Varsity Soccer Conn. College
Women's Varsity Tennis Wesleyan w/J, V.
Amherst Tournament
Water Polo
J.V. Football
CoastQuard
Women's Varsity
Volleyball
FAIRFtELD
Women's Varsity Tennis Mt. Holyoke
A.I.C. Men's Varsity Soccer

3:30 HOME
7.00
3:00
1:30
11:00

Away
HOME
HOME
HOME

21
22

J.V. Football
Women's Varsity
Fisld Hockey
23
Women's Varsity
Field Hockey
23 • Women's Varsity
Volleyball
24
Women's Varsity Soccer
25-26 Water Polo.
26
Man's Varsity Football
26
Varsity Cross Country

11:00 HOME
10:00 HOME
11:00 HOME
11:00 HOME
11:00 HOME
HOME
Away
3:00 HOME
7:00 HOME
3:30
4:00
3:00
1:30
11:30

HOME
HOME
Away
Away
Away

1:00 Away
2:00 Away
11:30 Away
10:30 Away
Away
4:00 Away
7:00 HOME
3:00 Away
3:00 HOME

:

Wesleyanw/J.V.
Mt.HQlyoke

3:00 Away
3:00 Away

7:00
Weslayan
1:30
Hamilton
Conn. College Bates, Skidmore, Welles leyat
Conn. College
Women's Varsity Tennis WELLESLEY
11:30
19
Men's Varsity Soccer
CONN. COLLEGE
2:00
19
Women's Varsity
19
Field Hockey
Westfield State
11:00
11:00
Women's Varsity Soccer WHEATON
19
W.P.I.-Men
12:00
Varsity Cross Country
19
Varsity Cross Country
Smith Invitational
19
Women
1:00
League Tournament
19-20 Water Polo
19
19

EASTERN CONNECTICUT 3:00 HOME

Women's Varsity
Field Hockey
Women's Varsity Soccer
Women's Varsity
Volleyball
Men's Varsity Football
Women's Varsily
Volleyball

Away
Away

Away .
HOME
HOME
Away
HOME
HOME
Away
Away

TUFTS

3:30 HOME

KEENE STATE

3:00 HOME

Hotchkiss (J.V. only)

3:00 Away

OUINNIPIAC
UHARTFORD
Williams
COAST GUARD
Coast Guard, Clark, Babsor
& UHartford at Babson
Men & Women
26
Men's Varsity Soccer • Clark
25-27 Women's Varsity Tennis New Englands at Amherst
26-27 Women's Varsity
NIACToumament
Field Hockey
28
J.V. Football
Springfield
Women's Varsity
ALBERTUS MAGNUS an j
29
BECKER JR. COLLEGE
Volleyball
WESLEYAN
Men's Varsity Soccer
30

11:00 Away
2:00 Away
Away

NOVEMBER
2
Men's Varsity Football
2
Men's Varsity Soccer
2
Varsity Cross Country

1:30 Away
10:30 Away

2-3
2-3
9
9-10
16

Amherst
Amherst
WESLEYAN
Man & Women
Women's VarsitySoccer NIACToumament
Water Polo
New Englands
Men's Varsity Football WESLEYAN
Water Polo
Easterns
Varsity Crosscountry
NCAA Dlv. Ill Meet
Men & Women

m

7:00 HOME
3:30 HOME
Away
1:30 HOME.

Away
3:00 Away

:.
•

'

•

6:30 HOME
2:30 HOME

12.00 H O M E

:

••.••'

. :Away
Away
1:30 HOME
. Away

' • • . . •

Away

•

'.

•
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Doetsch Ignites
Football's Victory
by Gabe Harris
Senior Staff WriterJoe who?
Danny Tighe and the rest of the
Bantam football team made Trinity football fans all but forget about
old what's his name with a dominating 45-29 romp over the Bowdoin Polar Bears on a hot opening
day at Jesse Field on Saturday.
Fueled by the passing of Tighe
(23 of 33, 310 yards, 4 touchdowns,
1 interception), a potent running
attack, electrifying special teams
play, and an opportunistic defense,
the Bants jumped all over Bowdoin
and racked up a 31-point lead before surrendering three fourth
quarter touchdowns.
The pattern of the game was established on the first possession of
the game: a golden opportunity for
Bowdoin squandered by a turnover.
After a nice kickoff by Marcus
Mignone and an even nicer tackle
by Tony DiNicola, Bowdoin started
its first possession of the season
on its own 17. The first play was a
counter to the right which fullback
Greg Smith took 62 yards down
the sideline to the Bants 21. But
on the very next play, the Bears
lost their first of four fumbles on
the day. Defensive end Mark Murray, who recovered the fumble,
said "it was an option and all week
I had been coming in on the quarterback, but the coaches told me to
string it out more in order to get
backside pursuit. I strung it out,
and I saw the tailback had run too
far, so when the quarterback
pitched, it was behind him and he
couldn't handle it."
That minor adjustment resulted
in Murray's recovery of the fumble
and the prevention of a near-certain Bowdoin score.
What followed was a drive engineered by Tighe which would've
made even Joe Shield Packergreen with envy.
Tighe connected'on each of his
first six passes for 60 yards, the
last one a four-yard toss to A-back
Rich Nagy, who plowed his way
into the endzone.
When Tighe wasn't throwing,
John Calcaterra was slashing his
way on the ground. The hard-nosed

sophomore ran for 70 yards on 17
carries on the day and along with
Steve Okun provided the running
attack necessary to compliment
the passing game.
After Mignone's extra point,
Trinity led 7-0 and appeared to be
on.its way.
The Polar Bears bounced right
back, though, with an 80-yard
drive of their own, most of that
yardage coming on the ground.
After only 10 minutes of play,
each team had executed a lengthy
touchdown drive and both seemed
able to move the ball at will.
The defenses then took over, especially Trinity's, which didn't
yield another score for nearly three
. full quarters. Bowdoin also dug in,
temporarily, forcing turnovers on
Trinity's next two possessions.
Then, midway through the second quarter, the Bants showed the
kind of explosiveness we have
come to know over the past few
years.
With just over seven minutes left
in the half, Bowdoin was forced to
punt from its own 14. Senior split
end Mike Doetsch received the low,
line-drive kick on his own 47, took
a few steps forward, and then
sprinted for the right sideline.
When he got there, the wall had
set up a lane so wide that, according to Doetsch, "you could have
driven a truck through it. It was
huge."
"That was probably the biggest
play of the game," said head coach
Don Miller. "That's the one that
broke their back."
Although Trinity went into the
locker room leading 14-7, it obviously wanted more against a
team it had defeated 41-6 just one
year ago. Whatever Miller told
them at halftime was the right
thing. The Bants exploded for 24
points in the third quarter as Tighe
hooked up with wingback Ted
Shannon, Doetsch, and Nagy for
scoring ' passes,. and Mignone
booted his first-ever collegiate field
• goal.
The Bantams opened the second
half much the same way as the
first; with a long scoring drive.
This time Shannon was the primary target, reeling in two passes
for 52 yards, including a 15-yard
touchdown.
.
continued on page 19.

Speedy Mike Doetsch burned Bowdoin for a 53-yard TD punt return.

Soccer Team Splits Two Games As
Scoring Problems Continue To Hurt
by Marc Esterman
Sports Editor

Rich Nagy hauls in a TD pass.

photo by John Shlffman

photo by John Shlffman

The men's soccer team.went on'
the road last week in search of its
first victory of the season, after
losing the home opener 3-1 to
Goast Guard, and came away with
a victory over Nichols and a loss
to M.I.T. In the process of upping
their record to. 1-2, the Bants
showed that they are still experiencing some growing pains in making the transition lrom.a perennial
loser to a respectable team.
By all accounts, this year's team
is the most talented one in recent
years. An outstanding crop of returning upperclassmen and a
sprinkling of talented freshmen
gave the coaching staff, headed by
Robie Shults, the hope that this
• year's team would compile a winning season for the first time in
eight years. Last year's squad
went 5-7-1 and expectations were
high that the 1985 team would improve dramatically upon that record. But thus far this season, the
Bants have played sporadically
while the offense, the usual weak
point of the team, has scored only
two goals in three games.
This past week, the Bants edged
a horrible Nichols team, which was
described as only slightly better
than a high school team by one
Bant player, by the slim margin of
1-0. Although 'one would've hoped

that the Bants might have exploded for a couple of goals against
the weak Nichols team, they did
play better than in their game with
Coast Guard.
"Our midfielders controlled the
field, we must have won about 95
percent of the balls in the air,"
said freshman back Stephen Ryan.
"The game wasn't as close as the
' score might indicate. We fell apart
on occasion when we got to the 18
yard line, and missed a lot of scor- .
ing opportunities."
Unfortunately, the Bants have
made a habit of doing just that over
the years.
Still, a win is a win.
"Nichols isn't as good as Coast
Guard, but it's a win, on the road
for that matter, and one we had to
have," explained Shults. "We took
a lot of shots (22-9), which was
good, but we're gonna have to play
better. Still, they had only two
chances to score, so we, controlled
the game."
Chris Hyl.and, the junior forward, scored the lone goal of the
game, unassisted off a loose ball in
the penalty area. Hyland has scored the team's two goals this season.
On Saturday, the Bants travelled to M.I.T. only to lose 2-0.
Trinity outshot M.I.T. 22-16, but
couldn't convert on its scoring
chances.
"We played our best half of the

year in the first half," noted
Shults. "We just couldn't capitalize on their mistakes. You make
your own breaks, but we had a
good half and hung in there."
The Bants received a bad omen
about two minutes into play, when
Hyland fired one off the cross-bar.
The ball bounced off the goalie's
back and teetered on the goal line
but didn't go in.
"If his shot goes in, it changes
the comlexion of the game," said
Shults.
The loss may very well prompt
some positional re-alignment
though Shults doesn't know exactly what those changes will be at
this point. What he does know is
that his team is capable of winning...
"I'm not really disappointed in
our caliber of play, I'm just disappointed that we haven't won more
than we've lost. We're playing
fairly well but we're not winning.
And that's the big question mark
right now. Are we going to play
well and still lose or are we going
to break out of it? That's the question the players must ask themselves."
Hopefully, they'll be able to find
the proper answers in time for Saturday's game with W.P.I.
"Our spirit is good, and we're
improving, but we've got to play
well and win," added Shults.
That would be a welcomed relief.

